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With Malice Toward None- - With Charity For
Vol. XI.

ROY, MORA COUNTY, NEW MEXICO,
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And With Firmness In The Right''

SATURDAY,

FEBRUARY 14. 1914,

Caught Stealing

No. 4

Notice

May Locate Here

School District No. 33.

J. B. Lusk, an Attorney came
so Roy Monday from Cimarron
do look us over as a location for
his profession. He took a careful survey of the situation and
met many of our citizens. He is
so favorably impressed with the
situation that .he looked for a
house to move into if he does
decide to come.
We like Mr. tusk's appearance
and sincerely hope he will come
tó Roy. We never did like the
system of allowing any "Rough-Neck'
that happens along to
practice in Justice Court. A
good, conscientious lawyer is one
of the needs of this town and we
hope this one will settle down in
Roy.
"

Mr. Russel will preach in the
Church Sunday evening at 7:30.
All invited.

Mrs. T. M. Ogden came home
from a ten day's visit with her
son Fred and daughter, Mrs. Geo.
Lucas at Dawson, Wednesday.
She is enthusiastic over the
conditions there and thinks Dawson an ideal coal mining town.
Her view is from a very careful
survey of the place by one who
knows conditions in other mining
town and her comparison is all
in favor of Dawson.
We agree with her that many
of the criticisms by persons who
have been here and came back
are prejudiced and unfair that
they pay good wages and expect
their employees to earn them.

Roy Woods writes us from
Holtville, .California that his
proof has been denied for lack
of crop in 1913, same as several
others.
We feel like advising all who
have met with this experience in
the manner Ke has, not to worry
for it is hardly possible that the
government will hold them for a
condition for which they are
plainly not responsible.

Monday Miss Cox, Saleslady
at the Floersheim store, detected
a woman in the act of swiping a
pair of shoes. She reported it
to Jake Floersheim who pulled
off her shawl and found two pairs
of shoes and a piece of dress
goods. On account of members
of her family she was let off
with a warning but such acts
are so aggravating that it is hard
to overlook them always.
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There's a lot of rumors flyin' roun'
Regardin' the postoffiue in our town
There's goin' to be a big surprise;
There'll be some disappointed guys.
Whoever is given the job, I hope
Will be some strong on the reform dope
F'r instanct, we're very much afraid
There's a lot of changes that must be
'

3

miles, West 13$ miles to the

Thence,
Canyon.
Canyon
to the
the
south line of Sec. 16, T. 19 R 24E
Thence East to the place of
Red River
South along

0. 11, Kerns,
Clentof School Dist No

such,

we're gol dum sick of the color

postage stamps he should sell,
instead,
And the stickum, it tastes like old
bone glua;
He should have vaniller for me and
you.

I notice that the surface
soil, in many wheat

He makes us pay when the goods is
He

had.
won't give credit, gol ding his

tfi

lamps,

his postage
stamps.
You'd think the coutry was goin' to
smash
The way he makes us ante the cash.
We hope these things will straighten
On his postal card3 and

.

aroun'
-

When we have a new postmaster in

our town.
C

,
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them all beaten by a mile when
it comes to keeping their guests - Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Resident
Surgeon for the E-- & W Ry.
entertained.
was ordered to Mosquero Sunday
Rev. O.W. Hearn, oftheChrist to investigate the rumors of Small
ian faith, wilí preach here the Pox that have been current for
4th Lord's day, Feb. 22, morning some time. He had difficulty in
Everybody cor- getting to "make an investigation
and evening.
dially invited to attend.
without an order from the State
Board of Health but he managed
Emmett Alldredge went to to see the supposed victims and
Dawson Sunday to have a slight found them suffering from a
operation performed at the Hos
Small
mild form of Chicken-Pox- .
pital to remove a blemish from Pox is reported over in Union
his face. He talks of trying for County but none of the reports
a position in the Coal City and are corroborated.
staying there for a while.
-

P
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33

Harrow the Wheat

Another thing makes us tearin' mad

.

Dr. and Mrs, M. D. Gibbs entertained a party of friends at
dinner Sunday evening. It was
our good fortune to be one of
the number and enjoy a.splendid
dinner and a jolly time afterward. Dr. Gibbs is a good entertainer but Mrs. Gibbs has

Starting from the SE corner of
Sec 13 T.19 R. 27 E, Thence,
north 9 mile, East 7 miles North

which they reside.
Therefore
the Clerk of Dist 33 will not
recognize' a receipt from any
other district, when presented
fey a resident of Dist. 33,

-

Entertained

lows

of said district, No. 33, a Poll
Tax of $1.00.
The Law provides that persons
shall not pay their Poll Tax into
any district except the one in

The sendin' of letters is some expense
By gravy, it costs us now two cents.
The Postmaster charges too gosh- blamed much;
One cent is enough for letters and
And

to the records in
the Co. Supt, of
boundary lines of
No. 33are as fol

Allable bodied men, aboye the
age of 21 years who reside, or
claim residence in the aboye
district, must pay to the Clerk

Postoffice Poetry

made.

According
the office of
Schools, the
School Dist.

The first Club Dance by the
Roy Dancing Club last Saturday
The
night, was a success.
membership of the club - was
raised to 25 in order to accom
modate all the candidates for
membership. It was a pleasant
social affair and the members are
looking forward with pleasure to
the next one.

of the

is
cracking badly since the snow
has melted. The fields which are
in such condition should be har
rowed at once if sufficiently dry.
The harrowing should stir the
surface sufficiently to fill the
cracks and in this way cut off
losses of moisture from the sub
soil.

fields,"

;

At present the outlook for the
wheat crop is very bright, but
avoidable losses of moisture mean
a lessening of the yield below the
possible maximum yield, if the
wheat is pastured, with judgement, the tramping of the stock
is beneficial. It should not be
pastured very close at any time
on account of the liability of the
soil blowing and it should not be
pastured when the soil is wet
enough to pack under the weight
of the animals. The Rye fieids
shoald be handled in the same
manner as the Wheat fields.

Born:

To Mr. and Mrs. James

Turner, Jr. of Dawson,- - an eight
A Native Dance in the old Drug pound daughter, Feb. 9th. Moth
Store room Monday evening at er and babe doing nicely, and
tr acted a large crowd and a fine Jimmy is certainly a proud
father.
time is reported.
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Isolated
Continent
A Romance of the
Future By

,.

Oopyrlfc-bt- ,

by W. Q. Chapman In tbe United
Statea and Grea Britain.

1918,

8YN0PSI3.
For fifty years the continent of jtforth
America had been Isolated from the rest
of the world by the use of
a wonderful Invention of Hannibal Prudent.
The Invention had saved the country
from foreign invasion, and the continent
had been united under one government
with Prudent aa president For half a
century peace and prosperity reigned in
this, part of the world. The story opens
with President Prudent critically 111. His
death la hastened by the receipt of a
message from Count von Werdenstein of
Germany that he has at last succeeded In
penetrating the rays. Dying, he warns
his daughter Astra that this means a foreign invasion. He tells her to hurry to
the Island of Cirynith, but dies before he
can tell the location of the place. Astra
Is nominated for the presidency by the
continental party. Napoleon Edison calls
on Astra, Informs her that he was a pupil of her father's, and promises to help
her. He gives her a ring made of a newly discovered substance which, he says,
will solve the problem of flying. Chevalier dl Leon appears In Europe. He notes
that preparations have been completed
for an Invasion of America. He calls on
von Werdenstein and offers him the secret of making gold. He demands In return absolute disarmament and peace.
The chevalier is suspected of being an
Ameglcan.
He Is seized at night and
carried off In an areoplane. Astra Is Inaugurated as president. She receives a
message from Edison, whoso long silence
has worried her, that he has been a prisoner for two. months on the Island of
Helgoland and has just escaped. He announces that the confederated fleet of
Europe has sailed for America. He promises to call on her the following night.

CHAPTER VII. Continued.
The chevalier suggested a walk In
the open air, but the 'captain shook
hla head. "I am sorry to disappoint
you, my dear chevalier, but your territory ends here." He said this with
such kindness that it was plain to the
chevalier that he was sorry for the
imprisonment.
For two long months the Captain
Hans Euler kept faithful company to
the chevalier.
s no chance to escape from
There
this prison; not even a chance to look
out at the ocean. The Chevalier di
Leon soon realized that he could not
escape and knew that all he could do
was to wait.
The personal belongings that he
had left in the room at the Hotel
Metropole were brought to him, and
great was his satisfaction when he
saw that nothing had been forgotten.
Papers from Berlin and England
were In the reading-rooand he was
informed of the doings of the world.
On the 5th of February the chancellor strode into the reading-roowhere
the chevalier was comfortably reading a novel by the English writer, Sir
Rider Haggard, that had been published about 1920.
"What a pleasant surprise, your excellency!" bowed the chevalier with a
broad smile.
The chancellor was somewhat taken
back; he had expected a different reception.
"You appear contented here!"
"Considering the circumstances, I
'
am."
"I have a few words to say to you,
and I will say. them plainly."
"Tho plainer the better, your hon' or 1"
"The fact that you are an American is proved beyond a doubt. What
,

m

.

are you doing hero and how did you
The, captain's eyes grew round and
come here?"
his honest face expressed surprise.
The answer came as a flash, but
The following morning Countess Ro-

calm and sarcastic:
"I am listening to you, your excellency, and as to my coming, I did not
come of my own accord; I was carried." A devilish little smile twinkled
in the gray eyes of the chevalier.
The chancellor was offended; the
young man dared to play with him.
"Your Jokes are out of place; you
are a clever man, but I will have to
ask my question again. Will you
answer It?"
t
"I refuse!"
Their eyes clashed like the cold
steel of two swords.
"Chevalier dl Leon, you are not
taking your situation seriously. What
Is your liberty worth to you?"
"It is very valuable, your excellency; however, It has no price, as I
know that everything comes to him
who

Guido von Horvath
and Dean Hoard

SPANISH-AMERICA-

waits."

"Then you are not willing to consider any offer I may make?"
"Your honor, as a prisoner, I am not
In a position to listen to any offer;
the time will come when we will stand
face to face again, both free and uninfluenced by circumstances; then I
will consider things seriously. By this
I don't mean to say that my imprisonment Influences me in any way."
The Count von Werdenstein paced
the room Impatiently. Suddenly he
turned to the quietly sitting, man.
"Chevalier, I certainly admire your
courage. I must admit my defeat."
He offered his hand to the chevalier
and turned to leave the room saying:
"Until we meet again, chevalier!"
When the chancellor returned to
y
Berlin he called for the Countess
and asked her to attend a private
audience as soon as possible. She hurried to the chancellor's private office.
"My dear countess, I requested your
presence urgently,' as I deBlre to make
you a gift that I am sure you will be
glad to accept."
The countess looked questionlngly
at her dictator.
"You have asked me several times
what happened to the Chevalier dl
Leon, your, gallant knight and dancer,
and I have found him for you; more
than that, I will turn him over to
you for safe keeping."
The countess' beautiful face became,
for a fleeting moment, sad, then her
serenity returned.
"I am counting on your-clevwork.
The chevalier is a man'whose mission
and means are obscure and I must
know more about him. You are the
only one In ' the service who will be
able to obtain this information for me.
To show you how much I trust you
and your ability, I give you carte
blanche you may do as you please.
If you should find it necessary, you
may even elope with him. Here ie a
special order and passport, also an extended account upon all the state
banks."
"I see; but what Is it that you want
.to know?"
"Everything, my dear countess; but
especially the situation across the Atlantic."
"I think I know what my duties are,
and will start for Helgoland tomorrow.
When shall I report progress?"
"When your mission is at an end."
The Countess Rosiny picked up the
documents, looked them over and
placed them in her handbag.
The punctilious chancellor' escorted
her to his office door and bade her
goodby, wishing her good fortune.
When the door closed behind tho departing counteBs the chancellor rubbed
his hands with satisfaction. "I am
glad she took the commission so calmly. Now, my dear chevalier, if you
can withstand those violet eyes you
are not an ordinary mortal but a
saint."
The countesaL beautiful face was
set and determined; Bhe had not spoken, but 6torm was raging in her heart
Three days later the captain told
his prisoner that a new guest was expected; that she was a, lady of the
court, charged with conspiracy against
the government.
The chevalier laughsd. "I should
not be surprised to find an old acquaintance In the fair conspirator."
--

Ro-sin-

er

--

siny arrived. The apartment adjoining that of the chevalier was. given her
and the prisoners met in the presence
of Captain Euler at the breakfast
table.
The greeting that Chevalier di Leon
gave was quite a surprise to the countess; he acted courteously, but gave
not the least-sigthat he had ever
met her before. When the breakfast
was over he retired to the reading-room- ,
where the countess followed
him, without the captain.
"You don't seem to recognize me,
chevalier!"
He glanced around cautiously, and
when he saw they were alone he whispered: "I thought it might be disagreeable for you, countess, but now
that we are alone, I greet you with
all my heart."
"What brought you here, chevalier?"
Chevalier di Leon laughed and
shrugged his shoulders. "I think it
is a caprice of the Count von Werdenstein;' he wants to extend all the hospitality he possibly can. Look at those
masterfully constructed windows that
give you air and light, without permitting you to see even the sky. Is
that not the limit of forethought?"
The countess recognized bitter feeling In the chevalier's heart, and casting down her beautiful eyes, she
sighed: "From now on you will have
a companion in captivity. I do not
want to compliment you, but it was
quite a pleasant surprise to find you
herer chevalier."
"You are more than kind," was all
he said.
The days passed more quickly. Many
a man would have envied the prison
in which the chevalier was Killing
time seemingly in perfect contentment.
When the month of February was
gone he felt a longing for the free air
and his thoughts begaá to concentrate
upon an attempt to make a strike for
liberty. He examined all the devices
that were arranged to prevent escape
from the prison.
The Countess Rosiny noticed the
change that had come over the chevalier and one evening she began to talk
about the moon and stars, saying that
spring was at the door. The chevalier
listened to the sweet voice of the woman who sat opposite to him quietly.
"Tell me, chevalier, are you of
stone? Have you no human feelings
whatever?"
"I certainly have, countess; indeed,
I am well endowed in that respect", .
"Haven't you felt happier since I
came to share your solitude?"
He looked at her with those bold,
penetrating gray eyes for a long time.
"Countess, I admire you, and you
are the pleasantest comrade that I
ever had, but I am troubled. The continuous Indoor life Is beginning to tell
on me. I am used to much exercise
In the open air, and I have many
things that I am worried about."
A few days later Captain Euler told
the prisoners that they would be allowed to spend the evenings on the
roof of the building.
The countess watched Chevalier dl
Leon's face very closely when the captain told them this and saw the gleam
of real pleasure In his eyes.
That evening they were taken to
the roof of the building; to be accurate, to a section of the roof which
was surrounded by a high wall, so
high that it prevented them from seeing the courtyard beneath, or anything
but the stars and the pale face of the
full moon.
It was Bprlngtlme.
"Don't you think this would be an
ideal place to send up fire rockets?"
He looked toward the stars; his eyes
wandered over the dark blue firmament restlessly.
"You are playing with fire all the
time," remarked the countess, as she
moved nearer to the chevalier.
"Have you ever heard of a cáse
where people were married In a prison?" she continued.
..
"No, I never have."
"Chavalier, will you tell me one
thing frankly, honestly I Her voice
wm Under and soft
n

--

.

.

"Anything you ask, countes.- "Are you engaged to be married V '
"I am not" The firmness of his
voice was enough to assure the countess that he told the truth.
"Are you in lovo?" '
"In love?" he repeated thoughtfully.
"I don't know; all I know Is that I
have an Image, a saint enshrined In
my heart, of whom I think, for whose
welfare I am fighting and suffering. If
that is love, then I am in love."
The countess sighed, a sob brojee
from her heaving bosom and she let
her shoulder lean heavily against him;
she buried' her face in his shoulder
and the tears trickled down: her soft
cheeks as she sighed:
"I am so very,, very unhappy."
The chevalier bent his head ever
her and his eyes became dark for a
second; then he folded her ta his
arms and their lips met in a kiss.
The spell was short; the next moment the countess stood "up and the
chevalier picked her up and placed
her on the bench again, as If she were
a little child; then he turned and ran
down the stairs to his prison.
CHAPTER VIII.
The Fireworks.
Every evening after that, except
when it stormed, the prisoners went
up on the roof. These evenings were
the pleasantest part of the days..
During the day the chevalier read
the daily papers and magazines with
great Interest He found plenty of
engrossing news there, especially the
preparations of the confederated navy
and army. One article, very well
written by one of the chief engineers,
particularly attracted his attention.
That article described the Z ray and
its destroyer. The supply station of
destruction was Madeira, from which
place heavy cables were laid to reach
the 30th longitudinal meridian, along
which the Z ray ran. The heaviest
current of electricity was conducted
by this tremendous cable to three specially built boats. The Sampsonian
vibrating rays were generated on these
boats. Each ray made 8,000,000 vibrations a second and all were directed
in a harmonious line toward the Z ray
belt In time the wall of Isolation
would fall down under the immense
force playing against It, and the invasion of America would follow.
After a long study the chevalier
placed the magazine on the table and
muttered: "The time for action is
nearlng."
One evening at the dinner table the
chevalier asked Captain Euler if he
could have some material for
displays in order to lessen
the monotony of their existence.
The kind captain furnished every
thing he asked for. The countess offered her services and they worked almost air afternoon the next day get
ting" the firewbrks ready. DI Leon
seemd to be an expert; he soon had
a large Japanese wheel, several turning stars and also a number of long
sky rockets ready.
Whem, evening came they excitedly
prepared for the grand fireworks. The
sky was clear and the moon had not
yet risen. Chevalier dl Leon arranged
the different pieces, and when the captain came up he fired the first air runner. The long rocket went high up
in the air, whirring and whistling, and
then, with a puff, broke into thousands
of red sparks. Another puff brought
white and the third brought blue.
The next was the Japanese sun;
this was fastened to the center of thi
roof. It circled and sparkled for a
long time.
deeply Interested
was
chevalier
The
In his projectiles and, as the countesi
assisted him, Captain Euler had to
play the part of audience. There wti
a larger audience outside their lnclos-ure- ,
'
but that was another world.
were
set
pieces
used
alL
the
When
the chevalier looked up in the sky,
seemingly searching for something;
at last his hand went into his pocket
and, bringing out an object not unliki
a Browning pistol, he said: "And now,
ladies and gentlemen, I will show you
something new In the pyrotechnlcal
pyro-technic-

art"
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Trees Lightning Never Strikes.

Plants.

Right-Hande- d

plants
replants
has
been
and
ported to the 'Cambridge (England)
n Philosophical society by R. h. Comp-toIn an examination of eight vabarley the first
rieties of
leaf was found to twist to the left in
T. S.' Browning, the water 58 per cent of more than 12,000 seedlings, and an excess of
wagon man has had his big tank growth was found also in millet and in
remounted and is hauling water oats. In corn there seemed to be no
in better shape since. We hope marked tendency either way. No evidence of hereditary peculiarity aphe will get tired erf ánd put in a pears to have been obtained and no
pipe line soon to connect the wa- special significance of the results is
pointed out.
ter supply with the demand,

LOCAL NEWS
OF INTEREST

That there are

0

left-hande-

right-hande- d

d

n.

CZIOIIDHf5C30C3

two-retye- d

left-hande- d

it

Lightning is said to differentiate be
tween trees aB wejl as men and worn--,
en. Some years ago Mr. McNab, a
fellow of the Botanical Society of Edinburgh, investigated into the generally received opinion that neither the
beech nor the birch is ever struck by
lightning. He collected information
lightning-structrees
regarding
found
throughout Great Britain, and
no single instance of eitheT of these
Bpecles being struck. Investigation in
North America gave similar results.
He found, indeed, that in the forest
regions there a beech tree was regarded as the safest place in a

BODY

.oce

k

rices!

On all our winter Goods!

-

store
Ed Merrill, who formerlyown-ea homestead north of town
has been here this week looking
after the property. He has been
paying taxes on the land for
several years and wants his
money back.
d

INCLUDING
Sweaters, Coats, Men'é
Caps, Men,s and Women's
Heavy Underwear, Hosiery,
Men's Woolen Shirts' and
many and various other ar'
ticles.

FOR SALE: Span, of balck
mares, 7 and 8 years old, native
bred, well Broken, sound and
gentle, Will sell them worth
.
the money. Enquire at this
'

offi-ce-

and fixed his subscription account
for another year in advance. Mr.
Nutter is nicely settled in the
Russel house in town for the
winter.
Six Final Proofs werp sent in
to Clayton from this office last
week and all of them appear in
this issue. Some difference from
It
conditions here a .year ago.
is a pleasure to transact business
with the Clayton Land Office now
The service is as prompt and
satisfactory as it has always been
with the Santa Fe and Tucum-carLand Offices and the conditions of last year are nearly
cleared up.
'
This is a striking evidence of
the difference between competent
and efficient men and incomp
etents. The improved conditions
are an indication that our hope
for similar improvement in other
lines is. not wholly unfounded.
There are a lot of good men in

GooclroiM

Mercaiiti

New Mexico.

Mrs. Phil Higgins writes her
friend, Mrs. C. L. Hicks, of
Mills that Phil has had to sub
mit to another operation on his
nose and is improving again, they
are at Weaver, Iowa.
Piedad Vigil and Mrs, Manuel- ita Vigil both of Ramon, N. M
made final proof before Commis- .sioner Foster Tuesday, and at
tended Mass at ,St. George's
Church while in town.

,

well-taug-

Happiness.
Thdse vi ho have the most of happiness think the least about it. But in
thinking about and in doing their
duty happiness comes because the
heart and mind are occupied with earnest thought that touches at a thousand points the beautiful and sublime
realities of the universe.
Too Quick With Comment.
Riggs (facetiously) "This is a picture of my wife's first husband."
Diggs "Silly looking guy! But say,
I didn't know your wife was married
before she met you." Riggs "She
This is a picture of myself

wasn't.

when I was

twenty-five.- "

Men.
Orchestra of
One of the most popular orchestras
In Portland, Ore., Is composed entirely of
men, six of whom,
says Popular Mechanics, are minus a
right hand or arm, while the seventh
has only a right hand. The instruments used are a piano, violin, 'cello,
One-Arme-

one-arme-

d

d

trombone, mandolin and
This unique organization of
musicians is in great demand for

cornet,
drums.

dances.

'

:fo as cltcrary Men.
One ca;.:!H not look for literary men

i

,

BRAIN

It Is no longer sufficient that school
shall not interfere with the health of
the child; It must positively promote
it, asserts Dr. Woods Hutchinson. The
schoolroom should he tolerated in so
far as it makes for health, and not one
Growth is the chief
whit farther.
and only Important husiness of the
child; and the duty of education is to
assist thai growth. Whatsoever is
more than this in it, cometh of evil.
The school ought to he, and must he
rnade, the wholesomest and healthiest place in the world for the child.
The old education concerned itself
solely with the mind of the child, and
the only part of. his hody that it took
into account at all was the brain-bulat tbe upper end of him. The new education considers the whole child, and
proposes to develop all his powers-bod- ily,
mental, and moral. A healthy,
happy,
childhood for every child born into the community is
its aim nothing more, nothing less!
No country which is contented with
less can call itself civilized. The
child is our best crop; the one for
which, in fact, all others' are raiaed;
and no money, no time, no energy, intelligently srent upon its cultivation
can be wasted.

We still have a good stock to
select from and, as the cold
weather is by no means over
you will do well to look our
goods over.

J. N, Nutter called Tuesday

'

AS

b

The F. M, Co. sent a bunch of
cattle to Springer Monday to
their herd in charge of the other

.

WELL

Aim of Modern Educators Now Is to
Promote the Health of
the Child.

Charlie Deaton and A. P. Pate
came down from Mills Wednesday on the "Deaton Special" on
some land business.'

.

AS

jong tailors, but none the less the

trade can claim some illustrious
,
the antiquary and
names. John, Sic
author of the "Survey of London," for
Instance, began life as a tailor, and another famous tailoring antiquary was
John Speed, one of our early map
makers and member of the Society of
Antiquaries. And then there was Robert Hill, "tbe learned tailor," of Birmingham, who contrived to teach himself Greek and Hebrew and became
famous as a writer tof theological
treatises. And George Meredith was
born over the tailor's shop.
v,--

Highland Forethought.
The ferry boat was well ou her way
When a violent storm arose and fears
were entertained for her safety. The
ferryman and his mate (both Highlanders) held a consultation, and after a short debate the ferryman turned to his passengers and remarked
anxiously: "We'll jus' tak' your tuppences now, for we dinna ken what
mlcht come ower us."

ining.

What Fishes Know.

That fish possess a certain power of

affirmed by many who have
studied thera. They often learn to
recognize the voice of the one who
feeds them. Fish will congregate in
places where food is habitually thrown
to them. If a morsel proves too large
to be swallowed, they have been
known to divide it on a sharp stone.
Harper's Weekly.

reasonis

Pride of the Tenements.
The social worker's fifth floor protege, on the occasion of the former's

Easiest way.
reason
the shoe clerk never asks third visit, said:
The
size Bhoe she wears Is
what
woman
a
"When you come again won't you
because it is easier for him to meas- please carry a box of paints or an
ure her foct than to argue with her.
easel or something like that to make
Galveston News.
folks think you are an artist?"
"Why?" tfc-- visitor exclaimed.'
"Because," said the woman, "I have
Not Numerous.
told all these other women in the
A true Christian is one who can
Only .True Liberty.
rubbering
a eermon in an old suit of clothes.
The liberty which is good Is not building, who have been
you
you,
that
Inquiring
about
exand
the liberty of one gained-a- t the
paintray
girl
give
to
little
come'here
pense of others, but the liberty which
I want y cm to help
Question In Etiquette.
can be enjoyed by all who dwell to- ing lessons, and
Does a .king ever answer the
' back me up in It."
gether. U T. Hobhouse.
(.i08t Koine

There i J only .one thing more polite than inquiring after the health of
a friend vhomone meets, and that is
to listen, while he tells you." E. O. J.,
In The Masses.
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"Paid in full" was what happened
to state officials at Santa Fó on Feb.
1.

Bureau of Statistics Gives Estimated
Number and Value of Farm Anl- malt on January 1.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Deming's new militia company has
Santa Fé. Live stock estimates, as
been mustered In with sixty-twof January 1, 1914, with comparisons,
for New Mexico and for the United
Arizona, Texas and New Mexico
States as made by the United
have come together on the question of States Department of Agricultural and
water.
by the
printed and distributed
More than 1,000 acres of apple or- Weather . Bureau, are given below.
chards in Colfax county will begin
(Number and total values in thoubearing this season.
sands, i.e., 000 omitted.)
Juan N. Vigil of Talpa has been apo COO
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from his wife, was the cause given for the suicide of John E. Clinton at Dem- w
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The Head brothers have realized
$1,500 from feed grown the past season. They farm a section of land near
Curry.
Glenn H. Cole, who resided in Silver
'City for a short time, was killed in
the Santa Fé railroad yards at Albuquerque.
United States Senator Thomas B.
Catron has filed: a test suit case at
Santa Fé which bears on the tax situation in the state.
Three attempts to wreck a train between Santa Fé and Lama failed, but
the passengers experienced the thrills
of an
bandit holdup.
Mining timbers of Pinon has proven
quite an industry and its use recommended by a circular issued by the
ioretry service of the state.
The People's Savings Bank and
trusf Company filed its incorporation
papers. It will conduct a savings and
trust business at Silver City.
The Woman's Auxiliary, which is to
take hold of the educational exhibit at
a
exposition at
the
Diego,
organized
San
for an enerhas
.
getic campaign.
The Bell sisters of near Hudson report the loss of thirteen head of
horses, valued at about two thousand
dollars. The cause is thought to be
due to poisoned ensilage.
According to the game warden at
Santa Fé the duck season has closed
though the state law permitted these
birds to be taken up to March 31. He
Í3 acting on advice from Washington.
Miss G. M. Fulton of New York is
in New Mexico looking for a suitable
location for one hundred German families who desire to farm under somé
irrigation system in the state.
A bronze tablet to former National
Committeeman Salomon Luna, bearing his portrait in( relief, will be placed
by admiring friends in the new court
house at Los Lunas, Valencia county,
his home town.
The Arctic Refrigerating Company,
with headquarters in Silver City, has
been incorporated for the purpose of
exploiting a clever device which, as
the name Indicates, is intended for the
preservation of food.
Hugh H. Williams of the State Corporation Commission has announced
that he will be a candidate before the
Republican convention during the
coming summer for nomination to suc"
ceed himself.
Eighteen bars of bullion were received from Mogollón at Silver City
from the Socorro Mines Company,
each bar weighing in the neighborhood of 100 pounds, a fifteen days' run
of the mill and valued at $30,000.
Regimental Sergeant Major Olaf
Windsor and Regimental Quartermaster Sergeant Edward L. Safford of the
New Mexico militia, were given
orable discharges on Jan. 22, and Mr.
in the new
Safford has
Company F.
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The cook is happy, the
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are happy appetites sharpen, things
brighten up generally. And Calumet
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Baking Powder is responsible for it all.
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For Calumet never fails.
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Even a beginner in cooking
gets delightful results with this never-failiCalumet Baking Powder. Your
grocer knows. Ask him.
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RECEIVED HIOUZST AWARDS
World' Pur Food Exposition, Chicago, EL
Faria Exposition. France, March, 1912.

w

Resources of State Banks.
state
Santa Fé. The forty-sevebanks of New Mexico have reported
to the traveling auditor's office for
the six months ending December 31st,
1913, as required by law, and a compilation of their reports shows some
interesting figures on the resources of
these institutions. For the purpose of
comparison the total resources at the
end of each six month's period since
statehood became effective, is given
below;
.$5,702,695
June 30, 1912
7,424,043
December 31, 1912
n

7,851,355

30, 1913

with

without performing.

Panama-Californi-

June

compared

other baking powders, which promise

,

Eü2H BzZ

S

Its

wonderful leavening qualities insure
perfectly shortened, faultlessly raised
bakings.

old-tim- e

.

11

8,434,531
December 31, 1913
Loans and discounts eighteen
months ago amounted to $2,517,248.
In the report of December 31, these
items total $5,701,337. Twelve months
ago this figure was $4,682,484, and six
months ago it was $5,384,399.
Actual cash on hand eighteen
months ago was $236,679; twelve
months ago it was $324,121, six months
ago, $262,773, and on December 31,
$327,442.

These figures only include the resources of the state banks and do not
take into consideration the forty odd
national banks of the state which, in
1912, had over $20,687,000 in resources.
State Land Is Desirable- Investment.
Valley Ranch. In proof that land
in New Mexico is a desirable investment is to state that J. D. Hand has
sold the greater part of his holdings in
San Miguel and Moro counties to E.
T. Sshellaberger, a Chicago capitalist,
who acquired something like 53,000
acres. Mr. Hand retaining about
acres of the tract or 25,000 acres
entire in the state with 15,000 head
of sheep and other live stock." Mr.
Hand receives an income property in
Chicago for his New Mexico acres.
-
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Seeing Paris.
CHILDS' GIANT SUMMER COSMOS
i positively th Doit inptrb
S fKy
"This," said the guide, "is Paris
.
la
HI
proper.
fuaa horn i an to Nov. .ach plant
produoinitUmaandaof
ftow- r
"We didn't come all this way to see
qulaltt
rf, largar aad mor
than tlia fall Coamoi, white,
Paris proper," snorted the tourist. t
.it
Biuin.piDK, row, crimion, aw.
"When do the didoes commence?"
Thrlv.. anywhara ftnaat eut
Sowar for vaaai,ate.Mallad for
1A
t Mtw Mb .
cludinoioKerltadiHaNov- Ir
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Red Cross Bag Blue makes the laundress
happy, makes clothes whiter than snow.
Ml good grocers. Adv.
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tltiet fret for trial,

viz,-"-

lanaat
rrrsoof allPink.
Altera.

k

and

6naat

Fancy,
orchid colon.
Vrlmroae,

auparb aaw

Orchld-fl-

Geneva is building a natural history museum at a cost of $230,000.

Haw Giant Whlta.

Petunia, Brilliant Beanty.
Tomato, naw
tlnwbull
(white).

All thete Six leading Seed Hoveltitt far only lO eta.,
with Notes on Cultora, Catalogue, Floral Blnte, ate.
and torturing throat-;ickl- e togetherJBIs;
Catalogue of Flower and Ve. Seedi, Bulba,
quickly relieved by Dean's Mentho- Our
Planta and rare naw Fruita FREE to all who apply. We are the
larg.it grower! in the world of Gladiolos, Cannae, Dahlia,
lated Cough Drops 5c at all Druggists.

Nightly coughing

Lilies, Iris, eto., and enr stocks are best and cheapest.

No man is so fast

JOHN LEWIS CHILDS,

that trouble won't

sooner or later overtake him.

A

VTEBTKRN

making good.

FteM On
Ml

lIiJ

t.lfit.fS

1

N.Y.

ELECTROTYPES

tor saie at the lowest
MKffbrAPKK

In great variety

The only proof of the bluffer Í3 in

130H

LIVE STOCK AND
MISCELLANEOUS

Floral Park.

prices by

UNIOS, U4W.Adaaia St., Chleaf

HUI

iNapoleonsoBaid. Aman

with a weak Hfwnnnh in
nrettv sure to be a Door ficrhter. It ia difficult

almost impossible for anyone, man or woman.
if digestion is poor, to succeed in business or
socially or to enjoy life. In tablet or liquid form

Dr. Pierce's

Golden Medical Discovery
helps weak stomachs to strong, healthy action-he- lps
them to digest the food that makes the good,
rich, red blood which nourishes the entire body.
This vegetable remedy, to a great extent, puta
the liver into ectivity oils the machinery of
the human system so that those who spend their working honra at the desk, 1
behind the counter, or in the home are rejuvenated into vigorous health.
H&s brought relief to many thousands every year for over forty years. It can
relieve you and doubtless restore to yon your former health and strength. At
j& least you owe it to yourself togiveitatriaL SoldbyMediclneDealeraoraendSOcfor
trial box of TabletrDr. Fierce's Invalias' Botel & Surgical Institute. Bufialo.Y. '
You cari havt Dr. PUrci'a Common Sanst KSadleal Advtsar of 1CC3 Pasta far Sis.
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Church Directory
pllmentary to incompetent off'
We especially
icials or others,
UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
call the attention of the Panta-grapl- i
to the fact that there is a Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M.
difference in "Assessment" and at Scnool house,' Your presence
is necessary.
iissussor.
Rev. G.B.Hall, Supt,
So far as the assessment last
year is concerned we have neve1
accused the assessor, Jose De
CATHOLIC
metrio Mi Urn, of báing on this
Mass once each month at the
side' of Red River. An irres Catholic Church. Dates announcponsible child did appear in plac ed in advance.
es as his deputy and the rest of Rev. Fr. Ant. Cellier.
the assessment was made by
Priest in charge,
j
stealth and guesswork on the
part of certain parties with un. Presbyterian,
mistakeable evidence of malice
and favoritism which we beiieve
Sermon every third Sunday
of.
nothing
knew
assessor
the
d 7.80 P.M. at Roy School house.
Butdoes that excuse him from
J. S. Hcsskl, Pastor.
neglect of duty or the responsi

Year

v

Professional Cards

T. F. SELF
Physician and Surgeon
Office At

ROY, NEW MEXICO

'

matter at
Entered as second-clas- s
the postoffice in Roy, N. M.
We note a statement in the
Published Proceedings of the
Mora County Board of Commis-

sioners in the Waion Mound
Pnntarraph two weeks since that
lo(ks like a joke.
It states that the said Commissioners would "Join with the
taxpayers in fighting the State
-

A. S. HANSON
Notary Public

.

Legal documents and papers
acknowledged.
NEW MEXICO
ROY,

-

and would
pay J. Frank Curns $25.00 to bility for the assessment.
The
BAPTIST
take it to. court."
texpayers of this county pay out
First Sunday in each month.
So far as we know, there annualy, good money for the
A. M.,
7.30, P. M.
has been no complaint made here making of an assessment and the Service
"
Rev. 1Í. A. Price , Pa stor.
large
about the tax rale nor the action assessor draws
of the State Board of Equalization enouge to pay for a thorough and
Raise of Assessment

Residence

.

D. GIBBS

Physician and Surgeon
Fairview Fharmacy
ROY, NEW MEXICO

his-salar-

Phone 14

Lodge Directory
competent assessment. Do they
get it? People here know they
do not.
Col.
Will the Pantagraph assert on
F. O. WHITE
oath that the assessor is comMILLS,
No.
46
....NEW MEXICO
Lodge,
petent to fill out an assessmeiit Homestead
I. O. O. F.
AUCTIONEER
roll himself. That he ever tilled
evening
al
Wednesday
I Cry Sales Everywhere.
Meets every
any office hewas elected to exI. O. O. F. Hall. Koy, W. wi.
Distance not Considered
We
cept throügh a Deputy.
welcome
always
members
Terms Reasonable
Visiltaii
Satisfaction
do
Leach.
Olin
know
we
this
but
know
Self,
dont
T ' F.
G'r'n'fd
Secretary.
Grand.
Noble
a lot of people who do know,
Will the- Pantagraph be kind
enough to tell us in its colums
Harmony Rebekah
how much taxes it is paying on
F H. FOSTER
its little printing outfit with
D.ofR.
which it holds the County printin I O. O. F. Hall,. Roy, N. M.
ing and publishes Board Proceed Meets
each
1st. and 21 Friday evening of wel- '
always
G
members
are
they
ings 4 to months after
month, Visiting
come .
PROOFS
FlklMCS- - CONTESTS
to
cariosity
a
We
have
had.
Mrs. Beckie Goodman N. U.
ETC.
know how it compares with the
V. Collins, Secy
$23.78 asked of us on our $500.00 Miss Grace
OiHce v - til
New Mex.
Rey
:
worth of junk.
Woodmen
Modern
Regarding that threat about
of America
telling the truth
7
The Wagon Mound Pantagraph punishment for prevent
it We
to
CampNo.14361
Bias Sanchez, Editor, takes ex- or persecution
JEWELRY
to go to jail if it
willing
would
be
in
last
ceptions to an article
help to get rid of incomWaftia and clock repairing
week's S A. in regard to assess- would
officials
and
dishonest
petent
and
ments in a column article attempts
Eyeglasses
a epcJalty,
honest and
to apiYly the statements wre made replace them with
filled All work Guaran.
competent men.
in regard to assessments to our
HARRY WOODWARD teedf
There are a lob of truthful but
assessor in Mora County perunpleasant things we are leaving Hsxmess and Shoe Shop
sonally. .
N.
on
á
lino
have
we
but
unsaid
to
present
eulogy
an
the
After
Repairing a Speciality
assessor and- - recounting the them and can say tliem and prove
Second Hand Goods
Several offices 'to which he had them too when the proper time Also
Bought and Sold
been elected heretofore forget arrives.
Notary Public
All Work Guaranteed
ting to téll who was his Deputy
and recounting some of the
things that he believes this man
did not do he says

That the inequalities, oversights,
omissions and attempts at revenue
upon political and personal opponents of certain County officers are the whole cause of complaint.- That an inefficient and
obsolete method of assessment is
maintained with' the sole object
of nermittinii these local abuses
is the source of the whole trou
ble in this vicinity, The action
and pretentions of the Commissioners was as silly as it was un;
called for. There may be some
"Special interets" or "Political
suffer from
pets" which-migthe action of the state board to
the extend of having to pay
more nearly their just portion of
the taxes in this County but
these "parties" or "interests"
'
'.
.are not the

LodqeNo.24.

ht

Tax-payers.-

Uziited States
Cc rnmissioner

.

Spanish-America-

n.

"

Geo. Hart
,

Mex

;

J. FLOERSHEIM

Oriental Hotel

"We further believe that said
EJditor of the Spanish-America- n
is false in his ' statement of corruption, incompetence and de
pravity and some day not very
far of, when he will be brought
before a Court of Justice to answer to. his libelous charge the
people will know who is who and

Why,"'

'

'

';"

ST3

utter

con-

tempt for these pusillanimous
threats to haul us up before the
Court for every published statement of the truth that is not com

j
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Mrs. T ina OAaldonado
and Daughters, Proprietors,
New Management, Kefurnished
Large
Thruout, Good Meals,
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We have nothing but
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ion's

Rooms1.

Roy. New 31exico

Toé

i

ATM

M.
PHONE 116

BEÜESÍSTS'
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W. H. WILLCOX
United States
Land Commissioner
ROY, N. M.

H-KO-

:

Licensed Emfealmer
:

-

i

CH

Funeral Director
FOB SALE

Conveyances and transfers. Prompt
ness and care in all matters.

TUCUMCARI.

N. M.

Filings, Contests and Proofs.
Careful and competent services rendered in all land matters.

THE
The only sur things In life are
those that have already happened.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate
ind invigorate stomach, liver and bowels.
tiny granules. Easy to take
is candy. Adv.
Sugar-coate-

Divided Op.

"Her warm heart Is mine."
"And I get a cold shoulder."
The Next Thing.
"Appearances are against you."
"Then tell me quickly what It is
that fronts me."
'

Accommodating Diner.
Patience What an awful noise
that man at the next table makes
taking his soup.
Patrice Yes, dear, but he takes It
very slowly, so we can hear the music,
you see, between spoonfuls.

SPORT,

SPANISH-AMERICA-

N.

t

Johnny Kilbane of Cleveland and
Jack White of Chicago have been
matched to box ten rounds at Milwaukee on Feb. 18.
The signed contract of Duffy Lewis,
an outfielder, was received by the
management of the "Boston club of the
American league.
Raouel de Reals, a French aviator,
was killed at Versailles, France, from
a fall from a height of 600 feet, when
he was experimenting with a new
model biplane.
The French aviator, Garalx at
Chartres, France, established a new
altitude record with five passengers,
ascending to a height of 7,382 feet. He
made the flight in the new biplane
built by Paul Schmitt.
Announcement of the completion of
plans for the construction of the race
exposition
track at the Panama-Pacifiwas made by the exposition management. Stakes in the sum of $227,000
will be offered to the competing
days' meet
horses in the twenty-fou- r
scheduled.
-

EH LOOK IT

LIGUE
If cross, feverish, constipated,
give "California Syrup

of Figs"
A laxative today saves a sick child
tomorrow. Children simply will not

take the time from play to empty their
bowels, which become clogged up with
waste, liver gets' sluggish; stomach
sour.

Look at the tongue, mother! If coated, or your child is listless, cross, feverish, breath bad, restless, doesn't eat
heartily, full of cold or has sore throat
or any other children's ailment, give a
teaspoocful of "California Syrup of
Figs," then don't worry, because it is
perfectly harmless, and in a few hours
all this constipation poison, sour bile
and fermenting waste will gently
move out of the bowels, and you have
a well, playful child again. A thorough "inside cleansing" Is oftlmes all
GENERAL.
that is necessary. It should be the
Former Mayor James D. Phelan of first treatment given in any sickness.
San Francisco announced his canBeware of counterfeit fig syrups7
didacy for the Democratic nomination Ask at the store for a
bottle of
for United States senator.
"California Syrup of Figs," which has
Nearly 1,000 residents of Grove City full directions for babies, children of
plainly
are suffering from a strange malady til ages and for grown-up- s
which physicians are unable to name. printed on the bottle. Adv.
The disease resembles winter cholera
Of One Accord.
and is contagious.
who had long been on bad
Two
men
Charged with burning the
terms
each other met one daj
with
child of a dead relative, Will Calloone to the other, "What'i
said
and
way and his wife are under arrest at
the sense of two intelligent men goin
Jonesville, Va. According to the sher- along
month after month like a coupli
iff the prisoners confessed.
cats spittin at each other
wild
of
Colonel Henry G. Tuthill, who com- Jt's a burnin' shame that we two b
manded the guard which watched over actin' like a couple of boobies. Shake
the body of President Lincoln while in hands and come and have a drink!'
state in Washington, died at Corning, The other assenting, they went to th
N. Y., at the age of eighty.
nearest bar. After the" drinks had
Former Governor Sulzer made his been taken, a silence fell between th(
"maiden speech" in the New York two. "What are you thinkin' about?"
State Assembly in support of a motion asked one. "Oi'm thinkin' the sam
to bring before the House the Schaap thing that you are," was the reply
graft inves- "So," said the first, "ye're. startin
resolution for a state-wid- e
agin, are yer?"
tigation.
Five men know to be dead, several
are missing and thirteen were seriously injured as the result of a fire THICK, GLOSSY HAIR
which destroyed the new three-storframe hotel at Kelliher, forty miles
FREE FROM DANDRUFF
north of Bemidji, Minn.
Robert Gunn Bremner, who won his
way to the National House of Representatives from the Seventh New Jer- Girls! Beautify Your Hair! Make It
Soft, Fluffy and Luxuriant Try
sey district, after a career that was as
varied, perhaps, as any ever sketched
the Moist Cloth.
in the Congressional Record, die at
i
Baltimore.
Try as you will, after an application
The wedding of Miss Florence of Danderine, you cannot find a single
Tobin, niece of Mrs. James J. Brown of trace'of dandruff or falling hair and
Denver, and William Harper, Jr., of your scalp will not itch, but what will
New York, president of the Harper please you most, will be after a few
Manufacturing Company, took place in weeks' use, when you see new hair,
New York at the home of Mrs. fine and down$ at first yes but realBrown, on Belleview avenue.
ly new hair growing all over the
Executicve officials of the five big scalp.
express companies met in New York yA
little Danderine Immediately douo consider economies in operation
bles the beauty of your hair. No diff
which they say will be made neceshow dull, faded, brittle and
sary by
in rates which scraggy, just moisten a cloth with
went into effect on the order of the Danderine and , carefully draw it
Interstate Commerce Commission.
small
through your hair, taking
Joseph Cassidy, former Democratic strand at a time. The effect is imleader of Queens county, N. Y and mediate, and amazing your hair will
Louis T. Walter, Jr., his lieutenant, be light, fluffy and wavy, and have an
who were found guilty of conspiracy in appearance of abundance; an incomselling a nomination to the State Su- parable " luster,' softness and luxuripreme Court bench to William Willett, ance, the beauty and shimmer of true
a former congressman, are in jail hair health.
awaiting sentence.
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowl ton's
Congressman Robert G. Bremner of
Danderine from any store and prove
New Jersey, who had radium valued at
that your hair is as nretty and soft
$100,000 placed In a cancer last Deany that it has been neglected oi
as
cember, is dying in a sanitarium at Injured by
careless treatment that's
Baltimore. It was announced that allAdv.
complications had arisen and - death
was a matter of only a few days, perBreakage Not Feared.
haps hours. Only the indomitable will
"Columbus stood an egg on end
of the congressman is keeping him to illustrate the shape of the earth."
alive.
"Yes. But that was when eggs
Dr. Garwood H. Atwood, Yale's sec- were cheap enough to take chances
ond oldest living graduate, died at his with."
home in Waterbury, Conn., aged ninety-five.
A man may be all right in his way,
Dr. Atwood was graduated
provided be isn't In the way. of others.
from Yaleclass of 1840.
c

THIS WOMAN'S

SICKHESS
Quickly Yielded To Lydia E.

Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.

BO-ce- nt

Baltimore, Md. "I am more than
glad to tell what Lydia E. Pinkham's
.;.iU,i,i.i,'.'AM!lU.U.Uk.l

Vegetable

Com

pound did for me.
I suffered dreadful
pains and was very
irregular. I became
alarmed and sent for
Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable

Com

I took ;t reg

pound.

ularly until I was
without a cramp or
pain and felt like
another person, and
six
months since I took
has
now
been
it
any medicine at all. I hope my little
note will assist you in helping other women. I now feel perfectly well and in
the best of health." Mrs. August
W. Kondner, 1632 Hollins Street, Baltimore, Md.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made from native roots and
herbs, contains no narcotic or harmful
holds the record of
drugs, and y
being the most successful remedy for
female ills we know of, and thousands
of voluntary testimonials on file in the
Pinkham laboratory at Lynn, Mass.,
seem to prove this fact.
For thirty years it has been the standard remedy for female ills, and has restored the health of thousands of women
who have been troubled with such ailments as displacements, inflammation,
ulceration, tumors, irregularities, etc
to-da-

If

yon want

special

advice

write to Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., (confidential) Lynn,
Mass. Yonr letter will be opened,
read and answered by a woman
and held in strict confidence.

The Wretchedness
of Constipation
Can quickly be overcome by
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS.
Purelv vecretabla
M

ZSrsv?s
liver. Cure
Biliousness,

Head-

ache,
Dizzi

j

Carters
n
r--

ITTLE

Ill,

PILLS.

IVER

r

.

ness, and Indigestion.

1

They do their duty.

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE

Genuine must bear Signature

Tlio GUERNSEY Sire
will increase the value of every
animal in your herd. Write for facts

GUERNSEY
CATTLE CLUB, Box X, Peterboro, N. H.

four-year-ol-

d

1

y

er-enc- e

the-reducti- on

'

prospectors Must Prove Ore Values.
San Francisco, Calif. Locating a
mine without actually trying to open
it up and find out what is under the
surface does not prove the discovery
of a mineral lode, or, in fact, the existence of it at all. This is the basis
of a decision of the United States Cir.
cult Court of Appeals in affirming the
decree of the United States Distrlet
Court of Montana In the case of Thomas D. Thomas vs.--. the South Butte
Mining Company. The original suit
was brought to quiet title to some
Montana placer ground, and Thomas
claimed to be the discoverer because
of prior locations.
Roosevelt Specimens Received.
New York. Two . consignments
specimens of animal life slain in

of
,

for--

eign jungles have been received by the
American Museum of Natural History
here, one from Theodore Roosevelt in
South America and the other, from
Paul J. Rainey in the British East
--

Africa.
Dutch Warship Coming to Fair.
The Hague. The Netherlands government has decided to send a Dutch
warship to take part in the ceremonies
at the opening of the Panama canal.

AMUSEMENTS

DENVER

Feb.

Week

BROADWAY

16,

Maet-

Fantasy "The Blue Bird."
"The Blue Bird for Happiness." Week
Feb. 23, Otis Skinner In 'KImet,w an
.
Arabian Nights Tale.WppIc
VoYi. R. Sar
Tinnn r.niKin
ah Padden in "Lavender and Old Lace."
Feb. 15, 19. 20, 21, "The Girl In the
Taxi." Feb. 16, 17, 18, Harry Lauder.
DENHAM-We- ek
Feb. 8, Eva Langr
and Denham Players in "The College
Widow." Week Feb. 15, "The Little
Minister."
EMPRESS R e f Ined Vaudeville.
Week Feb. 7, "A Nlsrht at the Bath"
And ríx other bier acts. Week Feb. 28.
erlinck's

Six Diving. Nymphs.

KODAKS and SUPPLIES
fend us your Film for developing.

tw
Material

Expert work only. The boo or tn
Brownies free on request. Oinw Photl

(Easlman Kodak Co,) Diner, Calorado

Company,

METZ 22

Hiii'

H

"t )
1

'
Genrles Car
(Hidden Tour Winner.
Greatest hill climber; 30 miles on. 1
gal. gasoline; 10,000 miles on one set
tires. Metz and Cartercar Distributors
for Colorado, New Mexico and Wyo.
THE COLORADO CARTERCAR CO.
Live Agents Wanted. 1630 tdwy Denver
&---

L EY

Li NX

INSTITUTE

COR. EIGHTEENTH

AND

CURTIS

STS.

DENVER, COLO.
Alcohol and Drug Addictions
cured by a scientific course of medication.
The only place in Colorado where the
Genuine Keeley Remedies are administered

FREE FREE FREE
Any size roll film developed FREE-Print- s
Sc. and up. Full line or Ansco and
Eastman Kodaks hik! Kodak Supplies.

VanBradt's Photo Supply House
Denver, Colo.
St.

321 16th

Let us make and repair your glasses.
Prompt attention given to mall orders.
THE

CARPENTER-HiBBAR-

D

OPTICAL CO.,

SiT Send for Free Maelc Eye Glnss Cleaner. "H
1828 WELTON ST.
DENVER COLO.
BARGAINS

tors for Merkrl

USED

IN

A

MOTORCYCLES

We have over 60 motorcycles on hand all makes,
from $25 up. Motorcycles
shipped anywhere, all guaranteed bargains. Send foi
fren linrmiln Hut. Distribu
Heading Stondnrd Motorcycles.

WESTERN SUPPLIES CO.
Denver, Colo.
1350 Larimer St.
Largest Cycle and Motor House in West

DO YOUR FARMING close to Den vel,
and get big prices for products? Ask for details.
Farm Specialist, 410 Chamber Com., Denver.

WHY NOT

Gris-wold-

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
new or second

Write us for anything electrical ;
band motors, telephones, wireless apparatus,
tree stump blasting outfits rented. Write for
EImWc
catalog.

chart, dime. ClalrvoyanJ
Wonderful fortune-tellintest free. Three wonderful beauty secrets, dime. Send
Colo. B10
Denver,
16thSt,
oow. H. Maeou,
g

THE

t

Mounted Photoes $1.35 up
Kodak finishing of all kinds
Roy,

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
:
New Mexico.
:

C

District Attorney C.W.G. Ward
has had blanks printed for the
HELPLESS AS BABY
use of residents of this district
who are obliged' to protest
against unjust taxation. These Down
in Mind Unable to Wort,
blanks he sends to all who asks
and What Helped Her.
for them and the matter will be
Court
District
tnken into the
for adjustment, This is a worthy Summit Point, W. Va. Mrs. Anna
attempt at reparation if it is Belle Emey, of this place, says: "I suffor 15 years with an awful pain iti
faithfully and fairly carried out. fered
my right side, caused from womanly
How much better it would have trouble, and doctored lots for it, but withbeen however, if the tissessment
had been hrnestly made in a
thorough and practical manner
in the first place. Assessments
have been made in more than
3,000 counties in I ho U.S. i'cr
more than a htm d ix" years. It
is properly dune in ot! er counties i
It could be here with enmptenti
I

pra,cii'al meihcd
of assessment that wmdd send
the .assessor to each taxpayer
personally, to wriw down his
list of property and ive him a
copy of it. AVe pay amply for
this service, Why should we not
receive it?

'assessors and

H, B. JONES, President,
C, L. JUSTICE, Cashier,
IGNACIO MAESTAS.
Dr. F. B.EVANS.
Attorney.
MoGINNIS,
C.E.
Directors.
W. H. FUQUA.

Pictures taken by appointment only.
Pott cards $1.00 a dozen. -

Fáiryiew Pharmacy;
for Valentines.

--

Officers and Stockholders

Practical Photographer

Í
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FLOYD MORRIS
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out success. I suffered so very much,
that I became down in mind, and as helpless as a baby. 1 was in the worst kind
of shape. Was unable to do any work,
I began taking Cardui,
the womarg
tonic, and got relief from the very firs!
dose. By the time I had taken 12 bottles, my health was completely restored.
1 am now 48 years years old, but feel as
good as I did when only 16.
Cardui certainly saved me from losing
my mind, and 1 feel it my duty to speak
in its favor. I wish I had some power
over poor, suffering women, and could
make them know the good it wouldr do
them."
If vou suffer from anv of the ailments
peculiar to women, it: will certainly be
wonn your wnue iu give varum a him.
It has been helping weak women for
more than 50 years, and will help you,
too.
Try Cardui. Your druggist sells it.
Writt to: Chattanooga

Put Your Money
Where you can put your Trust. Where you know it
it will be safe. Where you can get it when you
want it.
Where it will yield you the utmost possible benefit

We are Equipped
To handle all your banking business promptly and
satisfactorily, and to give you free service in many

ways,

We welcome Your Account
.However Small,'. Every dollar deposited, besides
standing to your credit, becomes prodnctive capital

for the home community.

The

Roy Trust and

Servings Barvk,

ROY

of

Medicine Co.,
HhitttfinnnrA Tunn.. fnr Special
book, "Home
Instructions on your case and
treatment for Women." in plain wrapper. Ñ.C. 1 2 1
JMvícnrv

Ll-di-

Dnnt..

e

President Heed of the "All-dasing'' Convention is still boosting
for the next one at Solano March
y

f"

2 1st.

'

Assistant Secretary A. A. Jones
of the department, has prepared
a bill vhich)Chairmaiii Ferris,of
the house public land committee
will introduce, whereby 010 acres
could be given to each sotllei-witmineral nyhts reserved and
the right of prospecto s to ex.
plore it stipulated.
.

The

S--

for local news and
Job Work!

A.

high-clas-

Modern and Ancient Literature.
Modem literature, compared with
ancient literature, is careless, slipshod,

not "wholly grown up; It has little
The chief
sense of responsibility.
duty it sets before itself Is to hold
the mirror up to nature and reflect the
unintelligible happenings of life, In
all their confusion, their inconsistency,
their inanity. Ancient literature was
dominated by a ery different purpose,
It had a profound sentiment of high
duty. The creation, so it seems to the
ancients, had been left incomplete, and
man, as the creature most divine, was
charged with the labor of carrying on
With bold
the uncompleted task.
hearts .he Greeks set to work to piece
out the incompleteness with literature,
especially with poetry, to make up for
the neglect of the gods by human
achievement. I look on those ancient
Greeks as I do workmen' who fill in
the marshy ' shallows of our river
fronts, put earth upon the spongy
ooze, sow grass, set out trees, plant
flowers and create a garden where
was merely mud and slirae. At

Alberto Brunch arrived at the
on the journey- ot
18th
life Thursday evening. Frknd
had planned a surpi ise. parlv for
him buj, ms he whs ofcrfiged to Jje
at rehearsal for the l'lay, it was
No Discrimination.
'J he
olieiing of
postponed.
A southern statesman, now a memflowers and other evidences of ber of congress, tells of the negro
remembrance were left to mark view of politics still entertained Id
certain sections of the south.
the oc casii n.
Tom," once said an old
mile-ston-

e

,

Mrs. P. Wagnei; left for
home at Alvn, Okla. Fridr.y.
thinks she is not needed
so badly since the new

3B

--

their
Sh

here
Mis.

"WVgner came.

"Marse
darky to this gentleman, "I hears yo'
race for govergwine to jine' In dis
'
nor."
"Dick," said the statesman, "I have
given the matter no thought-Dic- k
scratched his head. "Well,"
"ef yo does run, Marse
continued,
he
Tom, and yo' does git elected, don't
forgit me. I wants a Job." And he
grinned broadly.
"What job would you like?"
"Well, suh, I'd Jest like to blaci
boots roun' de statehouse."
"And what would you expect foi
that service?"
"Oh, 'bout $4 a day, Marse Tom.
Four dollars a day would bo reason
able. Dat's what de yuther legisla- tors gits.'From Judge,,
.

Wanted; Clean. Dry, Mixed
Bones. The prairie is fu1 of
to $5.00
them. You can n ake
per day. I vv 11 be i n Roy , 21st,
25th and 28th.' Three days only
Will ray $140 per tor
L. E. Deubler.
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i

,
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THE HOME OF

Quality Groceries

Meal Grocery
Sells everything good to

eat. Our prices are
always right.
A Modern Meat Market
V
A Model Bakery

F. A. ROY, Manager.
PLoyf N. M.
3

C
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WAS OWNED BY WASHINGTON

ITS IMMORTAL OWNER

COLD DAY LUNCHEONS

Small Structure the Only Piece of
Property He Possessed in the
"
?
EASILY PREPARED DISHE8 THAT
National Capitol.
WILL SATISFY APPETITE,
Known as the Washington Inn,
built and owned by George Washington, and further enjoying the distinc- Cheese Fritters Economical and WelM Srs'ysj.
tion of being the only structure ever
come as a Change Deservedly
owned in the national capital by the
t
Popular Is Ragout of Corn
pile
first president, this
and Mutton Chops.
had to come down to make way for
71
1
.'c4f
the park to connect the Union station
By LIDA AMES WILLIS.
with the Capitol. It stood half a
I?
Cheese Fritters. Mix two table- - '
block north of the Capitol grounds, spoonfuls of grated cheese with two
'
íí I
J V
i1 j ,
l' t
and years ago was known as the Ken- - dessertspoonfuls of bread crumbs, half
more house, and still earlier as the a tablespoonful of dry mustard, a desHillman house. In its form It was sertspoonful of butter, a pinch of caya reconstruction of two houses built enne. Pound smooth, with a potato
by George Washington. In December, masher, mixing well; make into balls
1798, Washington wrote a letetr to size of walnuts and flatten them a
William Thornton, an architect, "to little. Make .a batter with a cup of
proceed in laying in materials for car sifted flour, a tablespoonful of melted
the federal butter, scant cupful of warm water,
monument in the country. They were rying on my buildings-icity."
which was pinch of salt, and the white of one egg,
In
same
letter,
the
incorporated by the legislature as tbe
said: I well beaten. Drop the fritters into
Vernon,
written
he
Mt.
from
Washington Monument association.
of this and then from a spoon into the
Philadelphia
saw
a
building
in
to
appears
have
No serious effort
been made to raise money. In 1843 about the same front and elevation hot fat, cooking as you would crothe project was renewed, but this that are to be given to my two houses, quettes.
Ragout of Corn and Mutton Chops'
also met with no better success. which pleased me. It consisted of two
Spurred on by the efforts of Isaac S. houses united, doors In the center, a Cut into small pieces a pound of leg
Lyon, one of the noteworthy charac- pediment In the roof, .and dormer chops of mutton, and put Into a sauceters of the time, whose occupation windows on each side of It In front, pan with enough butter to prevenf
to
York
Planned
of
New
Citizens
was that of a humble cartman the skylights in the rear. If this is not burning, and brown over a hot fire.
third association under the same, Incongruous with rules ol architecture When well browned add half a can of
Honor Washington, But the
name was incorporated In March, 1847, I should be glad to have my two sweet corn, and season to taste with
and this was the only one that showed houses executed in this style." The salt and pepper. Add enough boiling
Idea Was Abandoned.
any genuine activity. Lyon's efforts architects and builders carried out water to moisten. Stir over the fire
Washington until well heated and serve at once.
for the cause consisted chiefly in a Washington's request.
on which
two
lots
paid
$936
widely
for the
King William's Pudding. Chop finely
e
years ago the chief topic pamphlet which he wrote and
SIXTY-fivthe
valued
and
built,
two
was
house
the
Washington
apples, mix with two ounces each
among the citizens of circulated, entitled 'The
$15,000.
adat
houses
of
an
grated
Built?"
bread, sugar and currants;
New York, apart from: the Mexican Monument, Shall It Be
citito
the
grated
'progress,
the
dedicated
rind of a lemon and just
which
he
was dress
war which was then in
1846.
enough
juice to give a slight
of
the
New
zens
of
York
in
monument
the great Washington
THE WAY IT HAPPENED
as
monument
flavor,
acid
pinch
a
of salt and a susa
be
it
such
"Let
erect
in
to
which it was proposed
picion
of
said,
"for
ginger. Stir all
or
mustard
he
saw
before,"
never
earth
the
covered
Square,
which
Hamilton
eggs
together with two
blocks now contained between Third it will be dedicated to the memory
greatpour
bowl.
and
into a
and of earth's paragon of human
and Fifth avenues, Sixty-sixtCover with a pláte, tie, up in a cloth
ness. Let Its foundation be laid deep
Sixty-nintstreets.
and steam for an hour and a half.
let its summit
That was six years before Central in the solid earth, andsurrounding
oServe with following sauce: Boil tohigh
tower
all
above
Park had been outlined. Hamilton
of
gether
admiration
half a cupful of sugar, half s
delight
and
bjectsthe
Square was a portion of the old comsuncupful
water, for fifteen minutes.
In
of
the
beautiful
every
beholder
mon lands of the city, and in the
last
storm,
Remove
from
majestic
In
the
the fire, and when cooled
the
shine,
new city map prepared in 1807 by the
gaze of
a
add
linger
in
little,
the
object
the
remainder of the lemshall
that
street commissioners who laid out the
our
on
down
juice
pudding.
left
steams
from
he
as
wanderer
city on its present rectangular lines, the
Breaded
Liver
Have the liver cut
this plot was retained intact as a
in quarter-incpour boiling waslices;
park. It appears on the maps of the
ter
over
them,
drain
and. wipe dry;
city up to 1869, at which time it was
then season with salt and pepper, dip
wiped out of existence, the western
in beaten egg and into fine bread
part being sold and the eastern, incrumbs and fry for six minutes in
cluding everything east of Park avedeep, hot fat, using the frying basket
nue, being allotted by the city to
Sweetbread and Lamb Fricassee.
various Institutions, as the Normal
a pound of lamb and a
Take
college, the Seventh regiment, the
chop both moderately
sweetbread;
New York Foundling asylum, Mount
fine; season with a saltspoonful ol
hospitals,
Sinai, and Hahnemann
salt, a quarter af a teaspoonful oi
most of which still occupy large secLittle George Now, Pompey, gel pepper, and roll in flour. Fry a modertions of the old square.
busy and chop down pop's best cherrj ate brown in butter. Add half a can
The very name of Hamilton Square,
tree. I want to make a hit with th of tomatoes, an onion, a pinch of sugai
as well as the towering monument,
old man.
and a tablespoonful of finely minced
for which several thousand dollars
parsley. Stew slowly until thoroughly
was raised, are among the things
Washington as a Boy.
ténder.
which have passed into history. They
Cranberry Meringue.
A portrait of Washington as a boy
Beat the
have wellnigh been forgotten. The
which has been in the city's posses- whites of three eggs until very stiff;
Washington monument got as far as
sion for 100 years and never public- add carefully, one by one, the three
the laying of the cornerstone. It was
ly shown is being exhibited with a yolks to this froth: beat in lightly
a big event, calling forth what was
large collection of relics and portraits 1M cupfuls of sifted granulated sugai
said to have been the largest and noble bay, and the first that shall of the first president. The exhibit is and juice of one lemon; add lightly
most enthusiastic parade held in the break upon his enraptured vision when
in the old supreme court room in In Va cupfuls of flour in which half a
city up to that time.
he returns."
dependence hall, and is attracting teaspoonful of baking powder has been
George W. Morris, the most popular
The humble cartman estimated the thousands.
sifted. .Bake in a long pan, turn out
poet of the time, wrote a poem in probable cost of the monument at
of Washington as a boy on a platter and spread liberally with
portrait
The
honor of the occasion; the governor $500,000, although the design, as aftep is a group painting showing him a jelly made of one cupful of cranof the state, the mayor of the city, wards adopted, called for an expendi- standing In front of a dwelling sup berries, one cupful of sugar and half a
and a host of lesser lights and off- ture of about $1,000,000. Lyon, how- posed to be his boyhood home. The cup of water. No not stir the cranicials were in attendance. Backed by ever, worked out a simple method canvas is 20 by 24 inches. Other fig berries, but - when jellied
strain
an organization known as the Wash- for raising the money, and had the ures show his parents. The painting through a sieve. . Beat a whole egj
ington Monument association, incor- citizens responded there would prob- is of great antiquity, and why it has with half a cupful of powdered sugai
porated by the legislature, and includ- ably now be a towering shaft a3 a been kept hlddenby the 'city for a until creamed. Flavor with a few drops
ing among its trustees many of the memorial to Washington within a century is a mystery.
of vanilla. Spread on top of the cranwealthiest merchants of the city, the block or so of the Normal College
The relics are very interesting, and berries and servev This is a delight
patriotic citizens - looked forward building.
pew which Washington ful and wholesome dessert. '
census of the city," ex- include the
eagerly to the completion of a monufamily
used at Christ church.
his
ment costing at least $1,000,000, which plained Lyon, "would probably exhibit andPhiladelphia Dispatch to New York
Potato Pyramids.
promised to rise to such a height on a population of 400,000 souls,
An unuusual way of combining
Sun.
at least, of whom would be
the high land of Hamilton Square as
sweet and white potatoes is given be
to make it visible to mariners 50 miles able to contribute something towards
low:
Suppose that Debt Country Owes to Washington.
sea.
such a noble work.
' Boil large
swéet potatoes, cut half-incI think we as a people owe to Wash
The history of this Washington 100,000 of our population should agree
slices from the largest part" tc
monument movement, which reached to contribute one dollar a year for five ington a debt of reverent affection, o) serve as the foundation for the pyraits climax on October 19, 1847, and years toward defraying the expenses. unchanging gratitude; and through al mids.
.
then suddenly lapsed into oblivion, At the end of five years we should the world wherever the light of libert)
In the center of each slice put" a
dates from 1833 when, headed by Gov. present the country with a monu- has dawned since his time the nationi spoonful of
mashed poMorgan Lewis, a large number of In- mental structure to the memory of are indebted, beyond any chance foi tato, made stiff enough to keep its
fluential citizens determined that New George Washington such as no coun- measurement, to the genius, the cour position.
York should erect to the memory of try has ever reared to the memory age and the heroic devotion of Georgf
Top each mound with a tiny cubt
the grandest of its most distinguished benefactor." Washington.
George Washington
of sweet potato.
-
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GOOD MANAGEMENT OF POULTRY ON FARMS
(Prepared by the United Statei Department of Agriculture.) .
On almost any farm there
can be fitted up, with very little, if any, cost for new material, a poultry house that will
answer all the purposes of more

U. S.

Keeps Tab Upon Army and Navy Deserters

WASHINGTON.Ab Uncle Sam finds trouble In locating recalcitrant
and navy who take "French leave," there la a bureau
In both the war and navy departments to keep tab on these individuals.
In
the war department the bureau is preA5
f5?? fpERNTH' ) sided over by a "graybeard" who has

been in the service since eight years
after the Civil war. He is so familiar
with the files of the office under the
adjutant general that each yellowback envelope is almost like an old
friend.' "Like father, like Bon" is an
old adage, and it was never more true
than of conditions in this office.
Like the old man who presides over
the destinies of the yellow-bacpaper envelopes and the antiquated furniture,
are, the methods which he employs in conducting the affairs of the bureau.
"I would like you to look up for me the name of Ray Schultz or Roy Schult
or Schults," was a request made of this official recently. It has been estimated
that Jn the past ten years nearly 1,000,000 record enlistments have been filed
In the office. As the files are arranged, however, a search is not the arduous
task that upon first glance it seems to be.
On every side of the room, which runs the entire length of one wing of
the war department, are steel file cases. The enlistment date was secured
In a little less than two hours.
An answer to a similar inquiry in the navy department was obtained
In a little less than 20 minutes.
The system there is entirely different It follows the index system of the
modern department store.
As an officer explained, It sometimes developed that hurry was mandatory. He pointed out the case of an enlisted man who had been arrested In a
southern city for deserting his ship, which had been ordered to Mexican
waters.
The enlisted man upon arrest denied he was an enlisted man. No Immediate proof could Tie obtained that he was in the navy or that he was a
deserter. The only accusation against him was brought by a witness who
thought he had recognized the man. Navy officials" were communicated with,
but the only word received by the court officers was "hold the prisoner for
Identification." It was three days before the court was completely convinced
that the enlisted man was a member of the navy.
The files of the army, navy and marine corps for the past ten years, it is
estimated, contain 5,000,000 names.

expensive buildings for keeping
poultry,, states thé department
of agriculture, farmers' bulletin
No. 562. . The essentials to success in housing are fresh air,
sunshine, a dry floor , and a
building that is free from
drafts. In constructing a poul--
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Plan of an Inexpensive Poultry Hons- -.

try house it is advisable to allow 2
will not, as a rule, lay until they are
to 4 square feet of floor space per well matured; consequently It can be
bird.
readily seen that the
The accompanying cut is a plan for breeds will not begin to lay as soon
a poultry house 10x14 feet in size for as the former. , A good index to a
not more than 50 hens, which can hen's ability to pay a profit over the
be constructed at on expense of about cost of feed and labor is her ability
$20 for material. This house has one-ha- to be continually on the move. It is
of the front open, and is adapted advisable to keep but one breed of
for southern conditions, but in' locali- pure-brefowls, as the product from
ties where much snow or rain is apt a flock of the same variety is more
tfblow into the house or where the uniform than that from a flock of
winters are severe it is advisable to mixed breeds or mongrel stock. It is
insert a curtain of burlap or thin mus- advised that all pullets to be used
lin which can be closed in cold weath- as layers the following winter shall
er. If the ground is damp, it will be be hatched by April 15, and certainnecessary to add a board floor; other- ly not later than May 1 of the prewise a dirt floor elevated a few Inches ceding spring.
above the ground level will be satisIt takes a healthy, well-feflock to
factory. If desired, a cement floor produce eggs. Fowls must not be alof cheap and simple construction may lowed to become too fat, as but few
be laid; such a floor is a good protec- eggs will be laid by hens in such contion against rats. The plan shows a dition. To prevent their getting over-fashutter pnhe back Just under
it is best to make them work for
the eaves, which Is recommended for most of their feed by scratching in
use In the south. This must be con- the litter, of which there should be
structed so that it can be closed to about four inches on the floor. This
prevent any draft on the hens in cold litter can be of straw, leaves or chaff,
weather. The house should face to- and should always be kept dry.
ward the south. The nests may be
A good feed for egg production is
placed directly under the dropping one composed of corn, wheat and
boards or on the walls of the house oats, equal parts by measure. It is
rather than on the floor. The ma- advisable to use
grains
terials required for building the house whenever possible. In sections where
shown in the cut are as follows:
corn and oats do not thrive, other
Two pieces 4 by 4 inches by 10 grains can be used to good advantage,
feet, for sills.
for example, a mixture of equal parts
Two pieces 4 by 4 inches by 14 by measure of kafir corn, oats and
feet, for sills.
barley will produce good results.
Two pieces 2 by 4 inches by 10 feet Scatter a small handful of this mix'
'
for plates.
ture for, every three hens in the litter
Two pieces 2 by 4 inches by 14 feet morning and noon, and give them all
for plates.
they will eat of it in a
Sixteen pieces 2 by 4 inches by 12 trough at night. In the winter time
feet, for studs, rafters, and roosts.
some green feed should be fed at
One hundred and twenty square feet noon;
cabbage or mangel-wuraelof boards 12 feet long for ends
either chopped or whole, are good.
Fifty-sisquare feet of boards for Every few days look in the litter
back.
carefully and see If the fowls are eatEighty-fou- r
square feet of boards ing all the grain being given them;
for front and dropping boards.
Fowls
If not, reduce the quantity.
One hundred and fifty square feet that have to work for what feed they
Qrit and
of boards for roof.
get seldom become over-faTwo hundred and twelve lineal feet oyster shells in a hopper should allnch battens.
of 2 by
ways be kept before them. The grit
Total scantling, 226 feet b. m.
Is. used to grind their feed, and the
Total boards, 622 feet b. m- oyster shell furnishes the lime for
Total lumber, 850 feet b. m.
the eggshells. Be sure to keep water
Two pairs hinges.
before them at all times. Birds that
One hundred and fifty square feet are laying drink much more water
roofing paper.
than those that are not laying. The
Nails.
water should be kept out of the diFifty-sb- c
square feet poultry wire,
rect rays of the sun. Daring the fall
mesh.
and winter months, when colds and
inch mesh, can roup are apt to appear among the
Poultry netting,
be used in localities where sparrows poultry, it is advisable to add the
are troublesome.
amount of permanganate of potash
The foregoing plans for housing are which will remain on the face of a
merely suggestive, and any plan that
piece to each gallon of drinkconforms generally to the essentials ing water. This mixture will often
present and cure these troubles. Allaid down will be sufficient.
is
matter
a
The selection of stock
low the. fowls free range whenever
of considerable importance, as a great possible, except when'snow is on the
deal of one's success or failure with ground.
poultry depends upon the Individual
Pigs on Alfalfa. .
specimens used to breed from. Care
Pigs can be raised at a minimum
should be taken to select the early
pullets. Bens cost on alfalfa.
maturing,
slow-growin-
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at Special

Sun

Prices

PVERYTHINO but a nursing bottle!" was the conclusion reached by Byron
R. Newton, assistant secretary of the treasury, commenting on the wide
and Inexhaustible range of articles in the schedule of the general supply com
mittee, showing that the government
can lupeLf i
is prepared to supply at special contract prices to all departments and administrative bureaus in Washington.
"It embraces every other commodity
'
under the sun:"
"Hold on!" said his private secret
tary. The private secretary took.xver
the general schedule that Mr. Newton
had laid aside. He thumbed over the
pages. ,
"Nursing bottles bottles ah, under laboratory apparatus. Bottles but
not the right sort Hospital supplies. Here we are," said the private secretary, pointing out an item to Mr. Newton.
"5620. "Bottles of samples, (d) Nurslngrgraduated, 12 ounces," Mr. New
ton read in the book.
, .
"By Jove. Even a nursing bottle. It has every thing under the sun that
can be bought," he admitted. And so It seems.
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Pen Picture of Senator

LaFollette on Rostrum
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you ever see Robert M. LaFollette speak?

more of a sight than a
DID
He doubles himself into knots, grinds his teeth and puts on every
"prop" of intensity known to the forensic
He looks aa if he means
business. One constantly expects to
hear him say something that will rip
the stars from their appointed places
and tumble the indigo firmament upon
the frightened worlds. But he nevei
says it That's where the Joke comes
in. And that's what gives point to an
r
i observation made recently by W
L Sinkler Manning.
One evening reticently Senator LaFollette was mak
ing a speech on end, his eyes glittered,
his voice Bounded like that 'of the ghost In Hamlet, his snaky fingers wiggled
and waved through the air at the terrified Democrats. The blood mantled his
I smell
face; his teeth ground.1 At any moment he might say:
the blood of a Roosevelt Mun." But he didn't. He said nothing of importance
whatsoever, nothing that might not have been uttered in tones as douce as
that of a mating dove. Mr. Manning watched him for a while, then, turning
In disappointment, he remarked with a sigh:
"I live always In the hope that he will utter some sentence so vital thai
'
It will Justify the expression on tls face."
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Julian Montoya is on the
Hotf do you like the
management?

-

under it's new

Dcm't forget the" box supper and program
at the school house on next Friday vening.
Prof, in Sp vn ish Hazl, translate, Un pie
tien cinco dedos.
Hazel: One foot hps five fingers.'
Eugenia Alldrege who has been suffering
with an attack of the measles is improving
nicely.
Roy Hall is ajain in school after a few
days absence.

I

Don't forget the box social next Friday
evening. Every body is invited.
Mosquero schools are having an epidemic
of chicken pox.

i

Aliena Pendleton who has been quite
sick for several days is again in school.

Marguerite Kennedy who has been quite
sick, suffering with an attack of the grip is
again in school.

"So you're keepin' sharp lookout for work?"
"Yes, indeed, boss. A feller can't be to
careful dese days. Might run inter it any
"minnit"!
Alvin Kobie of the Pleasant View School
visited the first Primary Room Tuesday.

Gertrude Pendleton was on the sick list the
fore part of the week.
A numder of pupils were absent froTn school
Tuesday attending Mass at St. George's Chapel.

Last Monday morning when Mr.Boulware
was getting ready to go the canons, he told
bis daughter Emma to go out and get the
hour Emma
cant hook. In about half an
came driving up one of the dehorned cows
from pasture and said "Father this is the
only thing I can find that can't hook."
--

1

The Zodiac is the Zoo of the sky where lions,
goats and other animals go after they are dead.
An abstract noun is something you can't see
when you are looking at it.

Ths young folk3 enjoyed asocial attheGriner
Bungalow last Friday evening; The eventbeing
Earl Baum's Eighteenth birthday. The evening
was spent in playing social games, guessing
contests etc. A dainty luncheon consisting óf icecream, cake and candy was served by the Miss
'
'
Griners.
,
All departed at a late hour voting the Miss
Griners exellent entertainers and, also wishing
Earl many more happy birthdays.

.

once.

v

Ladies! The Public School invites you
to bring boxes, yes well filled ones to the
social on next Friday evening.
Gentlemen.you are invited to bring your purses,
bntdonot have your purse strings too tight. As
a reward for your doing this we will give you a
nice entertainment from 8 to 9 o'clock on the
same evening.

'

HARD ON THE FLOWER.

home from schooi in a rush of
excitement, Maggie Sue rushed to her mother
and said: " Oh mimni gj333 what wa ar
going to do?"
"I don't know, but I hope it is nothing dread-- f
d. " We are going io study botany, and next
Saturday we're going out to ' the canyons to
tantalize the flowers.
Coming

INTERMEDIATE
NOTES

r,

ROOM

Fifteen were neither absent nor tardy
during the fifth month of school.
d

proverb, the
And, as for that old, moth-eate- n
would
to
do with it
be to order it cut
best thing
from every book and other hicfing places where
it lurks, spreading agony, misery, aickness,
death and .despair on all hands with its hoary,
deceiving message to mankind.
A suprise party was given to Gladys Judy
on last Wednesday evening; The event being
Mis3 Gladys' Sixteenth birthday. The evening
was spent in social games and other amusements. Dainty refreshments were served; Hf a
late hour all departed wishing Miss Gladys many
more such happy birthdays.

Culled from examination papers
The earth is an absolute spheroid. ;
Lord Raleigh was the first man to see the
invisible Armada.
Shakespeare founded "The "man without a
country" on a book previously written by H.
W. Whittier.

Tennyson wrote "In Memorandum. 'r Bill
MoKinley

large hollow place where the

Monday and Tuesday were examination days
for the Fifth month of school. The papers written
by the pupils are very good and show that the
pupite havp done good work.

itself.

Besaie Kitchell visited the Grammar
room Wednesday afternoon. Come again Bessie.

'

Then, mother suddenly goes to pieces at
Doctor says it is nervous breakdown,
and complication of diseases. Mother lingers
along, cheerful and, palirnt, for iv month,
then passes away, without ever having had
any of life's pleasures or joys, and merely
regarded by husbaml and children as a convenient machine to have around to minister to
their comforts and pleasures.
Family, as a matter of decency, go into
mourning for a brief time. Then, at the end
of the. year, father announces his engagement
to Mrs. I. Amit, widow of a famous banker.
Wedding takes place amidst scenes of great
splendor, and the happy old fools take a
brilliant honeymoon trip through Europe, visiting all the famous places, and finally return
to the magnificent new residence father as built
for his charming (?) spouse. Father now has
servants galore, three large automobiles, a couple
of coupees, and everything that
to provide for his former devoted helpmate,
are now at the disposal of the crafty old
fortune-huntevho has this time claimed his
heart; this could not be gcre envith indefinitely,
and numerous other instances shown of hard
work's fallacy.
As a matter of fact, most people who are
.
lich, become so through luck or of their brains,-annot by plain, hard digging. This is espec-ial- y
true of lawyers, doctors, and merchants.
- So, if you want to enjoy life to its
fullest
do
is
to
capacity, the best thing to
take things
as they come along not worrying too much
about tomorrow, trying to give every one a
square deal, and letting the future take care of

were none

A deacon is the lowest kind of Christian.
In India aman of cask may not marry a
woman out of another cask;

FALLACY, OF HARD WORK
(Continued from last week.)

If you have any carpenter tools to loan, the
Manual Training class would much appreciate
them.

V.

A vacum is a
Pope lives.

Hazel Sheltren was absent from school the
fore part of the week.

ick list this" week.

record

expenses that
have accumulated. Every body invited to come
and spend an evening with the school children.
Program begins at 8 o'clock shasp. Come.
Every one should,, real t'te article "The
Fallacy of Hard Work" which was started in
last week's record and continued in this week's
paper. This article is on of the best we hare
published and is contributed by the University
News, and is well worth your time to read it.
is

Manuel Madrid
Members of School Board, District No. 33.

Dr. M. D.
O. H. Kerns

Gravitation is that which if theie
we should all fly away.

the clock and other incidental

....

Co. Supt, of Schools

Horse power is the distance a man can carry
a pound of water in an hour.

BOX SOCIAL AND PROGRAM
The pupils of the Public School will give a
box social and program on Friday evening February 20th. Proceeds to be used in paying for

RECORD

Qiite a nunber were absent Tuesday

on

account of Catholic Church services.

Richari Kerns was on the sick list Monday.
The monthly examination wa3 held Monday
and Tuesday.

Grady Judy is back in school
weeks absence.

again áfter

a

Etna Floersheim reports that her 'brother
Waiter is quite sick with the measles.

,

George Kerns is suffering from a severe attack of the meales. George had never missed
a day nor been tardy until .Wednesday.
Marbles seems to be the the most interesting
Game on the playground these days.
several of the children are planning to attParty at the Russal home
Friday night.

end the Valentine

Abraham Lincoln said: "I must stanJ with
anybody thatT stands right; stand with him
while he is right . and part with him when
he goes wrong."
"My experience and observation have been
that those who promise the most do the least.1

"With malice toward none and charity to

all."

was assisted by Booth.

Gender showa whether a man is masculine,
feminine or nueter.
Algebra teaches us how to be kind and.
meet everyone on the square.

Parallel lines are the same distance all the
way and cannot meet unless you bend them.

BOX SUPPER! BOX SUPPER! DON'T FORGET THE BOX SUPPER AND PROGRAM
AT THE SCHOOL HOUSE ON NEXT FRIDAY
NIGHT AT 8 O'CLOOK SHARP. EVERYBODY
INVITED. LADIES BRING WELL FILLED
BOXES, GENTLEMEN DON'T FoRGET YoUR
POCKET BOOKS.

SENATE PASSES
FARt.1 MEASURE
k

AMENDED

HOUSE

FOR AGRICULURAL

STATE TO GET
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BILL CARRIED

WITHOUT DISSENTING VOTE
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$10,000

REFUSES TO REQUIRE THAT

COL-LEGE-

i

1

1

S

BE
FOR NEGROES
GIVEN EQUAL BENEFITS.

if you chew this áfter
every meal.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Washington. The Houoe agricultural extension bill passed the Senate
with amendments without a dissenting
vote.
The bill provides for demonstrations
on the farm of approved methods and
scientific discoveries as to farming
and home economics made in' the
colleges, experistate agricultural
in
and
the federal demental stations
partment, of agriculture.
The secretary of agriculture and
land grant agricultural colleges are, to
outline plans for carrying out the demonstrations.
As agreed to in the Senate the bill
0
will appropriate unconditionally
annually to each state. In addition a sum of $600,000 for the coming
year, with a yearly increase of $600,-00- 0
for the next seven years will be
provided for distribution among the
states on a basis of rural population,
conditioned on each state appropriating a sum equal to its portion of the
federal funds.
After seven years the bill will provide a permanent appropriation of $4,- 800,000 annually. .
An amendment requiring that negro
colleges be permitted to share in the
fund was defeated by a vote of 32 to
23. The bill was amended, however, as
a result of a fight on the race question by placing the distribution of the
funds in the hands of the secretary of
agriculture and respective state gov-- .
ernors in states having more than one
agricultural college and also specifying
against race discrimination in the
demonstration work on the farms.
The bill probably will be considered
shortly In conference between the two
houses.

The refreshing
digestion aiding
mint leaf juice
does it

II!
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3

I

$10,-00-

This

healthful

Villa Sends Thousand to Butcher Outlaws After Cumbre Wreck.
The
Cumbre, Chihuahua, Mex.
charred bones of Mrs. Lee Carruth
and her Jive children were found in
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purifies your mouth
sweetens your breath. It's
a pleasant, inexpensive, beneficial
It brightens teeth besides.
pastime.

MOTHER AND FIVE CHILDREN DIE

the Cumbre tunnel and the bodies of
eight other Americans and sixty Mexicans are still In the ruins.
They are victims of the butchery of
Bandit Castillo who wrecked the train
by sending it Into the tunnel to plunge
into the burning wreckage of a freight
train he had destroyed.
Mrs Carruth was the wife of a Madera locomotive engineer.
General Villa has sent 1,000 men to
search for the bandits with orders to
take" no prisoners.
"Kill any member of the bandit
band on sight," he commanded the
leaders of the expedition.
As a result of the order, scores of
armed men, not connected with the
rebel cause and suspected of compile-itIn the raid, "are being hanged aud
shot immediately on capture. ' "
Nothing but charred bones and buttons were found by the rescuing party
which, with the aid of oxygen helmets
and;puln)otors succeeded in penetrating the tunnel from the south portal
as far as the locomotive and first two
cars of the passenger train. These
are supposed to be the bodies of the
engineer and fireman of the
passenger train.
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BUY IT BY THE BOX
at most dealers

)

for 85 cents
Each box contains
twenty 5 cent packages

Chew it after every meal
It stays fresh until used

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Write us for anything electrical ; new or second
band motors, telephones, wireless apparatus.
tree stump blasting outfits rented. Write for
1 41b St..Der.var.CoL
Eliclric Co.,532-53catalog.
8
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Beat Cougn

Syrup. Taatei Good. Vis
Bold by Drojxiita,

In tins..
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Famous
Thompson Saddles
Buy direct from the maker. Special designs to order. Bend for complete,
illustrated catalog.
W. R. Thompson Co.
Colorado
Rifle

this paper
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KODAKS and SUPPLIES
Send us your Films for developing.
Expert work only. The book of the
Brownies free on remieRt. nn
hnta
Material

Company,

(Eastman Kodak Co.)

PARKER'S

HAIR BALSAM

A toilet preparation of merit.
' Helps to eradicate dandruff.
For Restnritia f!nlnr nA

Beauty to Gray or Faded Hair.
wo. ana yi.ou at uruggiita,

lia

columns should insist upon having what they
asK lor, refusing an suDstitutes or imitationi

Denver, Colorado

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

i
Ceylon Bullock Cart Passing.
Owing to heavy mortality among the
bullocks used for transporting plantation products in Ceylon, due to rinder-

pest and

disease, a rev
olution seems to be Impending In this
island, In the substitution of motor
lorries for the picturesque but slow
and cumbersome bullock carts which
for centuries have been the chief
means of conveying goods In Ceylon.
foot-and-mou-

THE SPANISH - AMERICAN.

Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New
Mexico.
Jan, 24th , 1914.
Notice is hereby given that William R
Brashears of Roy NM. who on
made HE Serial No, 01180á
Addl. No. 012218 for
Sec. J2
and NeJ, Section 13, .
Township 20, North Range 25E. N.M.P
Meridian, has filed
notice
of
intention to make Three year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above dis- cribed, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy",
N. M. on the 21 day of April,

r

1

Í

POPULAR

I

MECHANICS

300
S

ARTICLES

300

Popular Mechanics
Magazine
A GREAT Continued Story of thaWorld'i
Pro greta which you may begin reading
at any time, and which will hold your
interest forever. You are living in the best
year, of the most wonderful age, of what is
doubtless the greatest world in the universe.
A resident of Mars would gladly pay
'
1 A Aft FOR ONE YEAR'S

"

10-6--

3--

Jan

1914,

19,

Notice is hereby given that .Tames
W John3on, of Roy, N. M. who on
made HE 05470 No.19935 for
NE1, Section 7 Township 20 Norlh
Range 28 E., N. M. P.' Meridian, has
riled notice of intention to make five
year Proof, to establish claim to
land above described, before F. H.
Poster,U. S Commissioner, at Roy
N, M. on the 14th day of April 14,

04594-0868- 1

Register.

7

SEVERE PUNISHMENT

Are you reading it ? Two millions of your
neighbors are, and it is the favorite magazine in thousands of the best American
homes. It appeals to all classes old and
young men and women.
The "Shop Notes" Department (20 pairei)
gives easy ways to do things how to make
useful articles for home and shop, repairs, etc
" Amateur Mechanics " ( 10 pages ) tells how to
make Mission furniture, wireless outfits, boats
engines, magic, and ail the things a boy loves'
$140 PER YEAR. SINGLE COPIES IS CENTS
Ask jrour

Of Mrs. Cb?pel!, of Fi?e Years'
Standing, Relieved

Kwdelr to .how roa on or
WRITE POR PREK SAMPLE COPY TODAY

POPULAR MECHANICS CO.
318 W. Washington
CHICAGO

Valentines: A large ' assort-

Fairview

Department of the Interior,
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
;
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Jan 241914.

Department of the Interior,
U.S. Land OiSco at Clayton, N.M.

?1,UUU SUBSCRIPTION
to this magazine.ra order to keep informed of
our progress in Engineering and Mechanics.

Comic, at the

-
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"WRITTEN SO YOU CAN UNDERSTAND IT"
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ment, Sentimental,
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Notice is hereby given that Katharine
Lucretia Dunbar, Widow of David B
Dunbar,Deceased, of Roy, N. M who,
'
on 5 07
made HE Serials
No. 13465, for NEl Sec 9
and NW Sec, 10 Township 19 N Rge.
26 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Final
five year proof, to establish claim'
to the land above described, before
D. S. Durrin, U. S. Commissioner, at
his office, at Solano, N. M. on. the 22
"
Claimant names as witnesses;
day of April 1914.
R. W. Mitchell,
James L. Hayes
Claimant names as witnesses,
1914.
Wm G Johnson
William King, Irvin Ogden, Sr.
George, H Ray,
all of Roy,N. M.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Maurice N Baker
Pablo P Branch
Robert Holmes,
Frank Sheltren,
Paz Valverde,
A R Davis,
B G Tyler,
all of Roy, N. M.
Register.
All of Roy, N. M.
Paz Valverde
Notice For Publication
Paz Valverde,
8
Register.
Ei-SE- J,

3

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Notice For Publication.

Notice for Publication.

and

hj Cardci.

Notice For

Re-Publicati-

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Notice is hereby given that Jose La
Luz Vigil, of Roy, N. M who, on
Jan. 23, 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Pearl
Jan 24, 1907, made HE. No. 04456
Cawthon,
14565 for tha Ei SWt, SW SW Sec Rauch
formerly
Pearl
M
18
Solano,
Rauch
of
N
1, NEJ NW1
who on
Sec, 12, Township
raado HE No 23195 Se No. 06322, for
N Ranere .26 E., N. JM. P. M.
has filed notice of intention to make Lots 1 and 2 section 7, Township
final five year proof, to establish 19N. Range 28 E. NMP Meridian has
claim to the land above described, filed notice of Intention to make Final
before W. H. Willcox U. S. Commis- - five year proof, to establish claim to
sionervai his Office in Koy, IN. M., the land above described beforeRegister
& Receiver of U. S. Land office at
on the 13, day of April 1914.
Clayton, N, M. on the 9 day of April
Claimant names as witnesses:
Lee West 1914.
Pablo A Trujillo
Peter J. Laumbach Leopoldo Andrade Claimant names as witnesses- all of Roy, N?M.
John Myers
T J Kennedy,
Paz Vaiverde
Otto C Thompson,
Wm R Bradley,

Jan.

19, 1914.

Mt. Airy, N. C Mrs. Sarah M. Chan- ell of this town, says: "I suffered for
ive years with womanly troubles, also
stomach troubles, and my punishment
was more than any one could tell.
I tried most every kind ol medicine,
but hone did me any good.
I read one day about Carduf, the woman's tonic, and" I decided to try it. I
had not taken but about six bottles until
1 was almost cured.
It did me more
Register.
good than all the other medicines 1 had
tried, put together.
My friends began asking me why I
looked so well, and I told them about
Cardui. Several are now taking it."
Notice For
Do you, lady reader, suffer from any
of the ailments due to womanly trouble,
such as headache, backache, sideache, Department of the Interior,
sleeplessness, and thai everlastingly tired
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M,
feeling?
Jan 23, 1914.
If so. let us urge you to give Cardui a
given
that Alfred O
hereby
is
Notice
trial. We feel confident it will help you,
M.
who, on
N.
Solano,
of
Johnson
just as it has a million other women in
made HE. 21677 Serial No,
the past half century.
y.
Begin taking Cardui
NE
You 05943, for
won't regret it All druggists.
Sec. 5 Twp. 18 N; Range 27 E.
Writt to: Chattanooga Medicine Co., Ladies' N. M. P. Meridianhas filed notice of
Advisory DeDt.. Chattanooga. Tenn.. for Stecial
Imtructiont on your case and
book, "Home intention to make final five year proof,
Treatment for Women." in plain wrapper. N.G. 124
to establish claim to the land above
2--

Phar-

macy.

Re-Publicati-

All

of Solano, N. M.,
Paz Valverde,
.

on.

:

Register,

2--

Notice For

Re-Publicati-

on

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

Jan

23 1914.

Notice is hereby given that Margaret
Plunkett, widow of Micheal Plunkett,
deceased, of Roy, N ,M who on
made HE No, 18525 Serial No 05151,
forNE Sectiou 11,
Township B0 North Range 27 E
n. m. p. Meridian, has filed notice
described, before Register & Receiver of intention to make fiDal five year
of U S Land Office at Clayton, N. M proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register and
on the 9th day of April 1914.
Receiver oftr.-S- . Land office at Clayton
as
witnesses:
names
Claimant
Levi J Culver New Mexico on the 9 day of April,
Donald P Upton,
1914.
Francis M Hughes Lloyd P Upton,
Claimant names as witnesses,
all of Solano.N M.
Samuel Bland,
Frank Emerson
Paz Valverde,
Grace V Collins,
Charles E Kidd
Register.
2 28.
8
all of Roy, N. M.
12-2-0- 7

to-da-

64-pa-

Parties wanting Harness or
Saddles can get a better grade of
goods at the same price, and in
many cases cheaper, than they
are offerered by the Catalog
Houses.
Here is my proposition : J am
the maker of Harness Pick out
the harness you want in any
Catalogue, write me the name of
the Catalog and the order number of the harness you want and
I will duplicate the" harness in a
strictly first class Harness for
the same price.
Shop work
I give you
instead of Factory work. I will
make harness to order at a very
slight advance over Catalog-Hou-

Don't Be a Dowdy.

The
woman is not necessarily the one who spends the most
money. Time, thought, and taste tell
to the advantage of dress. Those who
persist in speaking of carelessness in
dress as if it were a merit are greatly
mistaken. To be pleasingly, though
not elaborately dressed, and as attractive as she may be, is every voman's
duty, and the dress that suits the occasion confers dignity upon the wearer. "Why do you wear a pretty bow
In your hair and take bo much pains
to have a becoming tie?" some one
asked the teacher of a large class in
the public school. "I wear my ribbons and put on my bows and make
myself tttractlve because I have to
influence for good fifty boys every
day," wa 3 the reply. The teacher was
right. Heiboys belfeved in her much
more than they would had she been a
dowdy. Christian Herald.
best-dresse-

d

Paz Valverde,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

E, A. Clark,

516 Main

St.

Canon City, Colo.

"

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

Jan.

20

1914.

Notice is hereby given that William R
Whiteman, olRov, N M who on
E
made HE No. 04024 for NWl-NE17,
Section
NWi-NNWJ,
se
Twp. 20 N. Range 25 E. N. M. P
Meridian, has filed notice of ingoods.
tention to make Five Year Proof, to
As to my reliability, I refer
establish cláhn to the land above
"Dunn's"
my
in
or
rating
you to
described, before U. S. Commissioner
6
cent
of
per
proposition
Free-moThe
F. H. Foster, at Roy, N. M., on the
to the First Natl. Bank or
1914.
Co. Bank, Canon City, Colo. Loans obtainable with SDecia 21 day of April,
:
names as witnesses:
I shall be pleased to receive privileges and on reasonable Claimant
We Cantrell,
terms to remove incumbrance H C Gimson, Mares
orders from Roy and vicinity
Emilio Abata
JuanDemata
nt

Register.

J,

.

.

rom real estate; or to improve
all
and buy farm, orchard and city
property, may be had by addres
sing Dept. R. E.1527BuschBl'g. 37

of Roy, N. M.
Paz Valverde,

Register.

Jan.

19, 1914.

Notice is hereby given that Add
Harrison of Roy, N.M. who on
made HE Serial No. 012140 for NE
and NWJ Sec 15 Twp 20 N. Rng 26 E.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention, to make three year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before U. S. Com.
F. H. Foster, at his office, at Roy,
N. M., on the 17th day of April.
1914.

Claimam names as witnesses:
Mrs Frank Sheltren,
Ed Cantrell
Laura Whiteman.
all of Roy, N. M.
Paz Valverde,
i

Frank Sheltren

2--
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HUOUS LIVER

A

headache, bad breath,
Sour Stomach and
constipation.

k

Get a

PARAGRAPHS

box now.
No odds how bad your liver, stomach
10-ce- nt

A

BRIEF RECORD OF PASSING
EVENTS IN THIS AND FOREIGN C0UNTRIE8.

Ill LATE DISPATCHES

of bowels;, "how much your head
aches, how miserable and uncomfortable you are from constipation, indigestion, biliousness and sluggish bowels
you always get the desired results
with Cascareis.
Don't let your stomach, liver and
bowels make you miserable. Take
pui r u ena 10 me
cascareis
headache, biliousness, dizziness,
ssy stomach,
sick, sour,
backache and all other distress;
cleanse your inside organs of all the
bile, gases and constipated matter
which is producing the misery.
A
box means health, happi- ness and a clear head for months.
No more days of gloom and distress
If you will take a Cascaret now and
then. All stores sell Cascarets. Don't
forget the children their little
need a cleansing, too. Adv.
io-nig-

nerv-ousnee-

10-ce-

in-id- es

Scant. ,
"There's one thing about these new
styles."
"Shoot."
"The women have stopped complaining that they haven't much to
wear."
v

Only One "BROMO QUININE"
That li LAXAT1VB BROMO QUIN1NH. Look for
the signature of B. W 020 V B. Carea a Cola In One
Dar, Corel Grip In Two Oars. 26c.

Never Goes.

"I understand he's an osteopath."
"I don't know, but if he is, I'll tell
you one thing he ' never goes to
church."
-

Don't give away all your good advice. Save a little of It for yourself.

If

beautiful, clear white
you wish
clothes, use Red Cross Bag Blue. At all
good grocers. Adv.

...Unfortunately the peanut politician
doesn't always get roasted.
There are lots of people we know

not wisely, but too well.

MrrstM;

it

mm

MR

Samuel McKinley, 2215
Ave., Kansas City,
Mo writes:
I can honestly say
that I owe my life to Peruna.
Traveling- from town to town,
and having to go Into all kinds
of badly heated buildings, plying my trade as auctioneer, it Is
only natural that I had colds fre-

quently.

"

"Last December I contracted a
severe cold which, through neglect on' my part, settled on my
chest- I heard of Peruna. It
cured me, so I cannot praise it

OF THE AGE..
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

WESTERN.

s,

v

.

DOINGS AND HAPPENINGS THAT
MARK THE PROGRESS

Charles E. Dana, well known as an
artist and art critic, died at his home
In Philadelphia, aged 71.
Two negro women were chosen to
serve on the election board in the
First ward of Champaign, 111.
Lucius Stannard, the last surviving
member of the first Minnesota constitutional convention, died at Taylor's
Falls, aged ninety years.
A municipal woodyard is planned by
the city commission for the benefit of
the unemployed, now housed in .an
auditorium in Portland, Ore.
More than 150,000 women. Chicago's
"newest citizens" became legal voters
of Chicago. They took the first step
In perfecting their franchise by registering.
Two million pounds of frozen beef
and mutton, the first direct shipment
of this kind ever sent from Australia
to Seattle, arrived on the British
steamer Waimate.
Former Congressman A. P. Murphy
was found dead in bed at the home of
Benson Tyson at Rolla, Mo. He had
died of heart disease, according to the
verdict of a coroner's jury.
Horace Corbin and Frank Góodale,
Toledo aviators, will enter the $300,-00- 0
aviation race around the world under the auspicies of the Panaraa-Pa-cifi- c
International Exposition Company in 1915.
Unable to procure bail for $10,000 in
addition to the $4,500 which he gave
when he appealed from the verdict of
guilty in the Warrington case, Maury
Diggs went back to jail, after his arraignment on the cháTge of attack on
Ida Herring, seventeen.
Governor MacDonald has given a
thirty-darespite to John Kabodi, an
Italian coal miner, who was sentenced
to be hanged Friday for murder.
Several days ago the old scaffold was
destroyed by fire, believed to have
been started by friends of Kabodi. ys
B. M. BJythe, who spent years in
Mexico and was an intimate friend of
former President Porifia Diaz, offering him a home in Monrovia when he
was banished from his own country,
died after an illness of five months.
Diaz wrote Blythe that some day perhaps he might accept his offer.
Frank Cook was blown to atoms by
an explosion of black powder at a
Burlington grading camp near Glen-rocWyo. Joseph Mado will die. The
men were filling a sack with powder
to make 'a cartridge with which they
Intended to "shoot" a portion of the
grade when the explosion occurred.
y

k,

-

Those who prefer tablets to

.

BOOTH-OVERTO- N

Dyspepsia
Tablets
Fermentation,
Immediately.
slop Intestinal
Relieve Gas and Distress after Eating. One
glze only, 60c. Money refunded if they do
not help, or write for Free Sample Box and
TKÍ them first if yon wish.
11 Broadway

CO.

Haw York

.

FOREIGN.
After" several weeks of quiet, Yaqui
Indians are again raiding ranches in
the vicinity of Ufes, Sonora, according
to reports which reached Douglas,

Ariz.
Moritz Sigal, a millionaire merchant
of Leipslg, was shot to death when on

an automobile ride at San Remo with
wife of Santa

Longfield Wolff and
Rosa, al.

WASHINGTON.

The President and Mrs.-- Wilson entertained the Supreme Court of the
United States in the second of the
state dinners.
Senator Bristow of Kansas asked
for an appropriation of $1,000,000 for
use in investigating irrigation from
reservoirs in the west.
The Maryland Steel Company at
Sparrows Point, Md., was the lowest
bidder for two new navy colliers at a
price of $945,000 each.
"

:

Many a man has grasped an oppor-

tunity that was too hot for him to
handle.

Putnam Fadeless Dyes are the eas-

iest to use. Adv.

,

Worse Still.
"Can you imagine anything worse

than marrying for money?"
"Oh, yes; having to" work for It."

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA. a safe and sure remedy for
infants and children, and see that it
Signature of C&jWrffifiÉÁjr
In Use For Over 30 Tears.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
THOUGHT IT KAISER'S

ORDER

Explanation of Mysterious Star Raised
Above Cross on Roof of Church
In Berlin.

In illustration of the deference paid
to the kaiser's wishes In even the
smallest details, the following story
Is told of the star above the cross on
the spire of the Emperor William Memorial church:
As the kaiser insisted on revising
the plans of the church, the architect
brought the plans to him. and the kaiser scratched out what he did not
like, and made such additions as he
fancied before he- - gave them the Imperial approval. The . church was
built. There was to be a big gilt
cross on the spire, and it appeared in
its proper place. But, much to the
general astonishment, when the cross
d
was put up a large,
star
was raised above it on a heavy rod.
The Berliners did not understand the
star. They inquired, and the architect said the kaiser had added the
start to the plans.
The plans were examined. Then it
was found that in revising them the
kaiser had let fall a drop of ink from
his pen on the paper Just above the
cross. The architect studied a long
time over this blot of ink. There
could be no appeal, no inquiries. He
finally decided that the blot of ink
signified a star above the cross, and
he put the star there, making it correspond as nearly as possible to the
outline of , the blot. The star is still
there.
many-pointe-

Appetite
Finds Ready
Satisfaction

,

Great Britain's, challenge for the
Dwight F. Davis International lawn
tennis trophy, won last year by the
United States team, was sent by mail
to the United States.
The success of the recent Prussian
loan of approximately $90,000,000 in
treasury notes at 4 per eent, has led
the government to decide on a further
issue of $50,000,000 on the same terms.
Officials of the American embassy
were successful in their efforts to obtain the release of Miss Victoria
Hastings, an American newspaper
woman, and Mr. Wallace, a newspaper
photographer, who had been arrested
"

at Mexico City.
Students in the capital at Mexico
made plans to hold a public
demonstration against the American
government, but the governor of the
federal district, acting under instructions .from President Huerta, an
n
demonnounced that no
stration would be permitted.
"The Mexican war will . not last
much longer." So commented Gen.
Francisco Villa and other rebel leaders
on the announcement from Washing
ton that President Wilson had decided to lift the embargo against the
shipment of arms and ammunition in
to Mexico.
City

too highly."

liquid medicines can now procure
Peruna in tablet form.

Night work for the House on the bill
to appropriate $25,000,000 for federal
aid to good roads was authorized by
the adoption of a special rule.
Figures prepared by experts of the
Department of Agriculture, show that
the shortage of meat animals in the
United States has reached a point of
extreme gravity.
The Senate committee on banking
and currency began hearings on the
Owen bill designed to prohibit the use
of the mails, telegraph and telephone
lines for the furtherance of unlawful
or harmful stock exchange transactions.
Mrs. Champ Clark, wife of the
speaker of the House, has been advised of the death of her favorite
niece, Miss Anne Bennett Pitzer at
San Diego, Cal. She was an ardent
suffragist and one of the first women
to cast a vote in Colorado.
Protest against the use of firearms
and the employment of armed guards
and private detectives in labor disputes and strikes was made by Secretary W. B. Wilson of the Department
of Labor, in his first annual report
submitted to President Wilson.
By the terms of the recent inter
state commerce order, the new ex
press rates, which went into effect
Feb 1, will be approximately seventeen
per cent lower than heretofore. The
express companies report a reduction
per cent in their
of over twenty-fiv-e
volume of business since the introduc
tion of the parcel post.
Word went out from woman suffrage
national headquarters to the women
voters of ten Western states to con
céntrate their efforts on the campaign
for the passage of the federal amendment to enfranchise women.
President Wilson, by an executive
order made public at the White House,
removed all restrictions against the
exportation of munitions of war into Mexico from the United States,
placing the contending elements on a
basis of equality with respect to the
purchase of arms and supplies in this
country.
The Burnett immigration bill prescribing a literacy test for applicants
to admission to the United States was
passed by the House by a vote of 247
to 126.

In a bowl of

POS'

o sisees
r
anai ueam.

J

Thin, crisp bits oí

In-

dian Corn
cooked and
toasted so that they have a
delicious flavour
Wholesome-Nourishin- g

anti-foreig-

Easy to Serve
sold by Grocers

THE
FATHER

THE

ROUSED

B0

LTJS

"The boy is all right," said the do
tor, "but you want to talk to him and
rouse his ambition. Promise him that
you will take him somewhere when
he recovers sufficiently to go out to
A vaudeville show, for instance; talk
to him about playing with the boys;
there are lots of ways in which you
'
can interest him."
Then the doctor addressed the boy,
who was Just recovering from a fever,

Variety Machine
Works
C. E.

Home-Tale-

ANDERSON

&

SDN,

PlOps

Classes of Machine Work,
Automobile Work, General
Blacksmithing, Heavy Forging, Horse Shoeing. Estimates Given on Pipes and
Pumps for Wells

All

Variety
ROY,

work Guaranteed

Machine

- -

Works

NEW MEX.

Domestic Science.
The CIO ago woman who advertised
for a doiii .sl.c, and offered- a weekly
auto ride ;s one of the inducements,
got but on ) reply. She was requested
to send a 'photograph of the chauffeut
so that it could be determined whether the plaib was as attractive as desired. As the lady's husband himself
drives the ear the photograph was not
sent, and there is search In other
directions for a domestic. It would
seem from this that the service must

1

A Play Full of Human Interest,
Clean' Comedy, Irish Wit, Revenge, Heavy Tragedy, Jealousy,
Courtship, Intrigues and a lot of
Clean Fun,
Staged by Mr. C. A. Armor assisted by a carefully trained Company selected for personal ' f it- -

A Play that will Please You.
CAST.

nes.

Mr. Enfield, alias Capt. Williamson-Pro- f.

Wm. G. Johnson,

Wronged, Revengeful, at times Insane.

The Heroine

Wolcott Russel

Dr. Valerian,

reader Scoundrel

Psychologist-Hypnotist-Mi- nd

and Charlatan.
Carlos Branch,
The Lover and a most Extrordinary young man.
Mrs. W.H. Willcox,
Mother Foresight,
.'Always there at the right moment. No Fortune Teller.
Alberto Branch.
Peter Bullock
K etired Rag Merchant Much in love'andvery Jealous.
Miss Lillian Griner
.
Miss Angle,
affected and affectionate.

,

Speaking of mothers, a Squirrel .Hili
matron i3 an object of consideraba
solicitude just now on the part of í
couple of young Pitísburgers, althoiigi.
Bhe doesn't know it. The young man
called, and this was the first question
lie asked:
"Have you spoken of pur love to
your mother as yet?"
The girl shook her head.
"Not as yet," she whispered.
"Has she noticed nothing?"
"She has noticl that I've been act-Jn.queerly of late, but she thinks lt'fl
Pit.Uhvrg

Dignified anoTbelieves in Dicipline.
C. A.

Persimmon,

Cows

Present,

Armor,

Island of the.

Scene--A- n

Great Lakes.

Specialties Between Acts.

Admission 25 and 35 cts. s

AH

yopr
AtTh

Cow live

Short-Hor- n

years

old, large and in fine condition
will be fresh in" June, Kansas
bred and eligible to Registry.
Also a Short-HorHerford
heiferd 6 months old. A beauty.
n

Cane Seed
15,000 to 20,000 pounds of Pure

Cane Seed, 'grown in
Oklahoma in 1912, kiptin perfect
condition and guaranteed to all
'
germinate.
'2,000 lbs. 'of "Sumach" Cane
seed, guaranteed pure stock.
Matures as early as Dwarf Milo
Amber

.

Maize.

Siberian Miilet
lbs. of Home-browSiberian Millet seed, good quality
bright and clean.
3,000

n

Horses

d

I have 4 Standard Bred Road
Stations which will be kept 'for
Also 34
service this season.
head of Brood mares, Fillies and
Trotters
colts all Standard-Breand Pacers,

three

Among them are
and

two-year-o- ld

three

yearling studs, all eligible to
registry, See adv. in this paper
later for breeding.
Call on me at the James R Mel
ton farm 12 miles north of Roy,
7 miles northeast of Mills, N. M.
J. M. George.

The Roy Cafe
Mrs. Ida E. Watson, Prop.

First Class Meals.

O

invite
n

.

ID)

arber

Good Rooms.

Competent Service.

Post

etc

consisting of Brood sows, Shotes
and weanlings. Will sell them
worth the money or will trade
for anything I can use.

Block,
N. M.

Great-Weiter- n

Roy,

Negro Servant with funny streaks.
Time-T- he

Mother'3 Diagnosis.

just biliout.Viss."

Irish servant girl with ideas of her own.
Olin Leach,
Pat Malic ney,
Irish and a bit av a Blarney.
Irvin Ogden, Sr,
Charles Norman,
.

"Chester White" hogs for sale,

Miss Grace Collins,

'

Nora,

and

d

Chester Norman,

Newly-rich-

38 head of "Duroc Jersey

Standard-Bre-

Miss Mayme Hern,

Stella Enfield,

Hogs

One

Febi. Fonrtee ilitla

-

have more than ordinary Inducements
these days, and then doesn't suit some.

-

Comdy-Dram- a

nt

Saturday Evening,

All

Wagon and Carriage
Work our Specialty

Have For Sale

I

ii

I.O.O.F, Opera House.
Roy, N.M.

cheer up, my boy;

wouldn't you like to go and play with
your schoolmates?"
A faint smile stole over the boy's
face, but that was all.
"Stop, sir," said the father; "I'll
arouse him. See here, Tommy," he
asked, addressing the boy, "wouldn't
you like to go out and throw a stone
through Mother Bibb's candy shop
window?"
The boy immediately sat up in bed
and asked for his clothes.
'T thought that 'u'd rouse the boy,"
said the father, with a proud smile.
"He's all right, doctor." Kansas City
Journal.

IB

hit,

N.

The Danger Signal

Follows Doctor's Advice and Casti
the Lure That Tempts Fleeting
Ambition.

saying:"
.
"Come, Tommy,

iir

SPANISH-AMERICA-

D.

S. DurriQ,
ftttorrjey at Law
U.

S.

Solaoo, N. M.
Senaca Poultry Food makes
hens lay while the price is high
25c a package at Fairview

THE

SPANISH-ÁMEKtóAí-

f.'

DENVER TO GET

mented with a chiffon rose and green
leaves. There is a high girdle into
which is gathered draped bands of
white chiffon, which are draped over
COATS AND WRAPS ARE . MADE the shoulders, forming the upper part
UP IN ALL KINDS.
of the bodice. A deep lace band,
which extends above the bust, encir
cles the bodice underneath the chif- WASHINGTON CLEARING HOUSE
SENDS RECOMMENDATION TO
Best Point In Most of Them Is That fon drapery, forming the lower part
of the bodice.
They
May
Be
Successfully
THE FEDERAL COMMITTEE.
Washed Taffeta for Spring
HOLDS THE SEWING UTENSILS
Seems a Certainty.

MATERIALS

ARE MANY

GIS, DYSPEPSIA

REGIONAL BANK

Basket Easily Fashioned TWELVE
Thereare tailored coat and skirt Grasswork
for Both Convenience and Orna-

Buita and also

separate coats of

duve-ty- n

ment to Living Room.

ia white, mustard,. beige, old red
and green. Many of the little wraps
of dujetyn in white or colors have
collars and cuffs of skunk or some
of the dark furs. These wraps are
serviceable and warm.
Embroidery and Lace.
For cool days separate coats of
golflne or corduroy, ample and flaring, will be found most serviceable.
These coats may even be washed in
water, provided they are not trimmed
with unwashabie
materials,
and
will look quite
new, if carefully

Sweetgrass baskets of shallow, cir
cular shape may be charmingly fitted
up for holding sewing utensils with
the aid of a little Ingenuity and a few
pieces of celluloid. The basket need
not be lined, but it should be faced
to the depth of two Inches from the
top edge with pale blue or whatever
may be the chosen shade of ribbon,
and from this band may be hung the
various conveniences for sewing. One
of these conveniences is the tiny
needle book of
cashmere, another is the emery of cash
mere worked with colored floss, and a
done. '
me pincusmon ntted into a
Woolen materi- mirá is
celluloid
basket that swings by its
als are now suc- own
slender
handle. The stock of em
cessfully imitated
broidery
may be kept in a
needles
in cotton and cotton duvetyn, cotton velour, cotton
colete, cotton brocade, and cotton
plaids are also obtainable in all the
.

ribbon-covere-

d

r

latest

colorings,

addition to
these are cotton
cheviots.
The
in

.

Scotch

wool

plaids so popular
in dark blue and
green
combinations, have been
successfully
so
copied in cotton
at first
that
glance one cannot
tell them from

woolen fabrics.
Sheer wool and cotton crepes and
eponges are shown again in all the
mohair shades. Many of the frocks
-mace up in mese materials are
self-ton- e

.

J

are evening

frocks fashioned
of this material,
but, afternoon
and bridge frocks
as well.
There
are . changeable
striped
taffetas,
taffetas, and flowered taffetas. The
soft, changeable
taffetas are shown
in a wide variety
of colors. Those
with white ground
printed in delicate shades of
pink and touches
of faint green are
really lovely.
v
In one of the New York
shown a taffeta evening
changeable tones.
The
looped up at the left side
.

WASHINGTON SLATED FOR HEAD
QUARTERS FOR ONE OF THE

- FIRST EIGHT DISTRICTS.

"Pape's Diapepsin" settles sour,
gassy stomachs
minutes

in five

Time It!

You don't want a slow remedy when
your stomach is bad or an uncertain
one or a harmful one your stomach
is too valuable; you mustn't injure it.
Pape's Diapepsin is noted for its
speed in giving relief; its harmless-ness- ;
its certain unfailing action in
regulating sick, sour, gassy stomachs.
Its millions of cures- in indigestion,
dyspepsia, gastritis and other stomach
trouble has made it famous the world
-

WesUrn Newspaper Union News Service.

Denver. To meet the only argument
which as yet has not been decisively
answered in Denver'3 claim for a re- gionar reserve bank, the Joint clearing
of Commerce commit
tee opened lists for the raising of
in individual subscriptions to
the stock of a reserve bank in Den'
ver.
.

over.
Keep this perfect stomach doctor In
your home keep it handy get a large

t
case from any dealer and
then if anyone should eat, something ,
which doesn't agree with them; if
what they eat lays like lead, ferments
and sours and forms gas; causes headache, dizziness and nausea; eructa- - '
tions of acid and undigested
as soon as Pape's Diapepsin
comes In contact with the stomach all
Washington. The plan which the such distress vanishes. Its promptWashington clearing house association ness, certainty and ease in overcoming
has approved for the system of federal the worst stomach disorders is a revereserve banks to be established under lation to those who try it. Adv.
the new currency law was forwarded
Be Interested in Something.
to the federal reserve organization
Many persons waste their energies
committee.
and time by taking a sham interest In
Washington is named as the head life or some phase of
it They pre- quarters for one of the first eight dis- tend they
are interested in art, music,
tricts and four additional districts are books, because their friends are internamed, in order of preference, in the ested or they devote themselves ' to
event that more than eight federal re- charity because it is expected of
serve banks are created.
them.
The twelve cities recommended are
No one grows old so fast or
New York with surplus and capital of
as those whose minds are
national banks of 8364.000.000 and inactive. You can prove for yourself
capital for a regional bank of $22,000,- - that this must be- so. Let your mind
000; Washington with $260,000,000 and become passive for a moment and
$15,000,000
Chicago, you will note how the jaw drops, the
respectively ;
$184,000,000 and $11,000,000;
Boston, facial muscles sag and the eyes grow
Imagine the effect of a .mind
$165,000,000 and $10,000,000; St. Louis, dim.
never, or only spasmodically, active.
$90,000,000 and $5,400,000; San Fran
cisco, $116,000,000 and $7,000,000; At- Verily to be interested is to keep the
lanta, $98,000,000 and $4,666,000; Den- "mind alert, and that spells youth.
ver, $68,000,000 and $4,000,000; Cincin
nati, $120,000,000, and $7,000,000; Kan ITCHING TERRIBLE ON LIMB
sas City, $148,000,000 and $9,000 000;
Pittsburg, $116,000,000 and $7,000,000,
R. F. D. No. 3, Clarkfield, Minn.
and Minneapolis, with $80,000,000 cap! "My
trouble was of long standing. It
tal and surplus in the national banks started with some small red and yelof the district and $4,800,000 of capital low spots
about the size of a pin head
for a regional bank.
onmy leg and every morning there
The capital of state banks and trust was a dry scale on top , covering the
companlesthat might come into the affected part and when those scales
system are not included lu the figures were falling off the itching was more
submitted.
than I could stand at times. The first
year I did not mind it so much as it
was only itching very badly at times,
Bigamist Pleads Guilty; Sentenced.
but the second year it advanced all
Kansas City.
Frank G. Albro of around my leg and the itching was
Yuma, Colo., was sentenced to nine
terrible. I had to be very careful to
months in the county Jail after he had have my clothing around the affected
plead guilty to a charge of bigamy in part very loose. At night
time I often
Judge Latshaw's division of the crim- happened to scratch
sore in my
the
inal court. He was married to Miss sleep. Then I had to stand up, get out
Delia M. Gardner July 19, 1909,' de- of bed and walk the floor till the spell
serted her last spring and came to was over.
Kansas City, ostensibly to find work.
"I bought lots of salves and tried
June 24, last, he married Miss Anna many different kinds of medicine but
'
Luxton here.
without any success. I got a cake of
Cuticura Soap and a fifty-cen- t
box of
Flat Price of $4.75 for eeets.
Cuticura Ointment and when I had
Colorado Springs. Official informa used them I was n,early over the itchtion from Denver, Grand Junction, Ft. ing. But I kept on with the Cuticura
Collins, Rocky Ford and other beet Soap for six weeks and the cure was
sugar centers in the ' state to the ef complete." (Sigued) S. O. Gorden,
fect that a uniform flat rate of $4.75 Nov. 20, 1912.
per ton for sugar beets to the growers
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
has been decided upon by all the beet throughout the world. Sample of each
sugar factory operators in Colorado, free, with 32-- Skin Book. Address post
and from this price no variation will card "Cuticura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv.
be made.
"
fifty-cen-

.

house-Chamb-

food-reme- mber

,

unnat-tractivel- y

-

.

trimmed with embroidery in
or in colors.
One of the frocks seen recently is
made of pink crepe embroidered on
bodice and upper tunic, .with panels
embroidered in white. There is a vest
and. neck frill of net and net frills
flinish the sleeves. The blouse is
loose fitting and is gathered into a
girdle of peacock blue ribbon.
Coat of White Golfine.
Another frock of cotton eponge is
made with blouse and short tunic,
The collar and
deep girdle are
of corded velour,
the vest and
sleeves of embroidered net.
' The
taffetas
seem predestined '
to spring popularity. Not only
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tinyjtube of celluloid that can be fitted
into a holder of narrow ribbon stitched
to the facing igtrip, while Jhe bodkins
and stillettos cán go into almost flat
loops of the same sort.
The sweetgrass basket cf the shal
low, circular type sets evenly upon
any planed surface. But if two wide
bands of ribbon starting from opposite sides of the edge are drawn to
gether under a huge bow are added,
it may be safely suspended from a
wall hook and, thus equipped, makes a
very ornamental living room convenience.
.,

PROTECT THE DELICATE SKIN
Beauty Gloves a Most Useful Toilet
Adjunct Change In Coiffures
'' Important Point.

Beauty gloves are useful adjuncts to
the toilet, especially in the winter
when deHeate skins are likely to chap
and roughen. One sort is made of rub
ber, and by simply keeping in , the
natural oile athd moisture of the skin
which would otherwise evaporate and
be rubbed off, whiten and soften the
skin. Another sort is to wear with
a medicated cream. This sort is made
of kid, in elbow and wrist length, and
can be worn while shopping and walk
ing as well as while resting and sleep
ing.
You know the fashion does not sail

for a knot Just above the forehead,
' A Bad Beginning.
where it was when the high coiffures
you tell pa you wanted to
"Did
Bill Against Strikebreaker:.
were in fashion before; it calls for it
marry me?"
further back, Just at the point where
Washington, A bill to prohibit the
"Yes, and he gave me his consent:
it is most difficult for a woman to interstate transportation of
then
asked me to lend him $10." Bal
have a pyramid and still retain a strikebreakers was introduced in the
timore
American.
good outline of her features.
House by Representative Baltz of Illishops is
nois. It also would prevent the interLove does not always wait for pov
gown in
Oriental effects rather increase than state shipment of armsor ammunition
erty
to enter the door before it flies
skirt is diminish as midseason approaches. for strikebreakers.
out
the window.
.
of
and orna Colors continue brilliant and crude.
,

so-call-

.
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NOTICE FOE PUBLICATION.

Notice For Publication

N.

Business Cards

NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior.
Department of the Interior,
M.
Office;
U.
Land
S.
N.
Clayton,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.M.
Department of the interior,
Ü. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
1914.
19,
,
.Jan
Feb. 7 1914,
Notice is hereby given that Frank O.
Jan. 19,1914.
Notice is hereby given that Eduardo
Notice is hereby given that Frank A Martinet, of Sanchez, N. M. wfeo on Seright, of Mills, W. M. who, on
Roy, of Roy N.M. who on
January 21, 191), made HE serial Mar 29, J910, made HE, No 010950 for
made HE 7647 Se. No. 03768 for Lot 11, No. 012716, forEi-NE- l,
EJSEJ, Sec 11 NE1 & SEJ Section 34, Tcwnthip 23, Modern Equipment,
Largest
North, Range 26 East, of N.
Coil in N. M
Section 3, Township 20, North Range Wi-N& NWi SWJ Sec, 12 &NE
Graduate Nurses.
25 E. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed NEJ Sec 14, Twp. 17 N Rng 25E N.M.P M. P. meridian,, has filed notice of
notice of intention to make five Meridian, has filed notice of Intention intention to make final three year
Drs. Noble & Doughty,
year proof, to establish claim to the to make final three year proof, proof to establish claim to the land
: N. M
land above described, before F It. to establish claim to the land above above described before F. H. Foster, TUCUMCARI, :
his
IT.
at
office.
Commissioner,
at
S.
Foster, U. S." Commissioner, at his described,
U. S. Combefore
office at Roy, N. M. on the 13th day oí missioner F. H. Foster, at his Roy, New Mexico, on the 24 day of
April, 1914.
ROY
office at Roy, N.,M.,ou the 21 day April, 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses
Claimant carnes as witnesses,
of April, 1914.
Alcario Griego,
Abe C Proctor,'
Juan Casuez.
Frank Goehri.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Fidel Montoya,
Ross Eaton,
Tomas Manzanares, Jose De la Cru Martinez
Crews,
R. L,
C. A. ARMOUR, Prop.
All of Roy, N. M.
Luis Martinez,-Felip- all of Mills, New Mexico,
Ramon Martinez
New Bath Room and up-t- o
Paz Valverde,
Paz Valverde Register.
Martinez,

Tucumcari Hospital
X-R- ay

.

THE

BARBER SHOP

;

e

Register.

-

all of Sanchez. N. M.
Paz Valverde,

date Fixtures.
A modern Barber Shop.

Register.

Notice

for Publication

Notice for Publication

Deparement of the Interior,
Ü, S. Land Office, at Clayton, N. M.

Notice For Publication.

Department of the Interior,
Jan. 171914.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Notice is hereby given that Michael S
Jan. 19 1914.
Berentz of Mills, N. M. who on
is
Notice
given
hereby
that James W
made HE 25767-07- 109
and Ad'l
Serial 010615 for NWJ Sec 6 Twp 21N Kirksey, of Solano N M, who on Apr.
'11 madeHEno 013059 for
Rg 2E, and Lots 3&4 & Ej-Ssec. 3,
i,
Sec 35 Twp 18N,Rng 26E
and
31 Twp. 22 N. range 26 E, N.M, P. MeMeridian,
has filed notice of
N.
M.
P.
ridian, has filed notice of intentibn to
make final five year proof to establish intention to make final three year proof
claim to the land above described, be- to establish claim to the land above
fore F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner described, before F II Foster, U. S.
at his office in Roy, N. M. on the 18 Commissioner at his office at Roy, n.m
on the 9th day of April, 1914.
day of April 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
claimant names as witnesses,
P J Laurabach.
J W Arnold
Charles Waetherill Henry
Chas E Deaton,
Stone,
DP Upton,
A C. Meikle,
J E LaRue
all of Solano, n. m.
all of Mills, N. M.
Paz Valverde,
Register
Paz Valverde,
Register.
SJ-NW-

J,

Si-NE-

2--

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,

Notice For Publication
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office

at Clayton,
Jan.

23

N. M.

Department of the Interior,
U S Land Office at Clayton, N M,

M4.
Notice is hereby given that Sarah
Jan

1914.

Notice Is hereby given that Frank C
Metcalf, of Mills, N.M. who, on
made HE No 435824 Serial 012851
for NJ NEJ, and NJ NWi Section 21,
Township 22 N. Range 26 East
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make Final three year
Proof to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office, Roy
New Mexico, on the 16 day of April,

19

L Myers of Roy, N M, who on
6
10, made HE, Serial 07476 & Ad'l.
012181 for NWi or Lots
See 3,
and 10.
Lots
See, 4, Twp, 20 N, Range 26 E, NMP
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before F H Foster, U S Commissioner,
at his office at Roy, N M, on the 14th
day of April, 1914,
1914.
Claimant names as witnesses,
witnesses:
as
names
Claimant
John Schneider,
John W Scott
;
C. F Leonhard, G R Abernathy
T J Coonrod
OH Kerns
GW Hewlett,
J
IraThetford
All of Roy, NM,
all of Mills, N. M.
Paz Valyerde
Paz Valverde,
Register,
Register.
10--

-9

2-- 28

Department of the Interior,
U S Land Office at layton, N M,'
Feb. 7, 1914
Notice is hereby given that Ida Ellen
Watson formerly Church of Roy, N M
who on

made HE Serial No.
J
and
Sec.
Range 26 E, N M P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before F H Foster U S Commissioner,
at his office at Roy, N M, on the 20th
day
of April 1914
William King
James Hopper,
Hallec Warner,
claimant names as witnesses-WJames W Johnson
H. Baum,
James S Baum,
all of Roy, N, M,
George Cable,
Paz Valverde,
Wm, S Morris,
Register.
All of Roy N M,
Paz Valverde,
Register
r

011914 for SJ-N4, Twp 19 N,

NJ-SW-

m.

Notice For Publication
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at CI aj ton, N.M
Feb, 7, 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Jesse E.
Russel, of Mills, N. M. who, on
y
16 1910 made HE No
Feb, 15
Serial No.47421 & Adl No, 011357 for
the SEJ and SW Sac. 34, Twp. 22 N
Range 26 E. N. M. P. Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make final
three year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before F. H
Foste, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy, N. H on the 4th day of
May 1314
Claimant names as witnesses:
J E La Rue
John Wilkins,
Herbert Mírlele,
W A DáForca,
All of Mills, N. M.
Paz Valverde,
1909-Ma-

.

"

Krister.

Notice For Publication

Department of the Interior,
U, S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
'
Jan. 19, 1914 Department of the Interior,
1914.
24
Jan.
is
given
Annie May
hereby
that
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M,
Notice
Notice is hereby given that Joseph
Jan 19, 1914.
Yarnell, of Mills, N.M. who on
M Elder of Ray, N. M who on
given '.that Juan
hereby
011913
is
Notice
No
for East Half (E)
made HE, 20100 & Add'l entry made HE
who on Jan
Roy,
N.M
for SWi Sec 27, Section 20, Township 23 N Range casaus of
Serial 011203-0850- 6
012641
for SEJ &
No,
and NWi Sac 34, Twp. 21 N. Range 26E. n, m.p. Meridian, has filed notice 5. 1911. made HE.
Twp.20 N, Rng. 25 E. NMP
27 E N. M. P. Meridian has filed of intention to make final three year SWÍ, Sec. 3,
notice of intention to make final three proof, to establish claim to the land Meridian has filed notice of intention
to estab
year proof, to establish claim to the above described, before F. H. Foster, to make final three year proof,
described,
above
land
Commissioner,
at his office at lish claim to the
land anove described, before F. H. U. S.
17 day of April, before F. H. Foster, U. S. CommisM.
on
N.
Roy,
the
offihis
Commissioner,
at
Foster, U. S.
sioner at his office at Roy, N. M. on
ce at Roy, N. M. on the 20th day of 1914.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Notice For Publication
Department of the Interior,
at Clayton, N, M,
Feb. 7, 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Lte R.
ackson, of Roy, N. M who, on Apr.
6, 1907 made HE Serial 04831 No 16993
or NWi, Section 19, Town
ship 20 N. Range 27 E.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
make final Five Year Proof to estab- ish claim to the land above described
before F .H. Foster, U.S.Commissoner
at his office in Roy, N. M., on the
4th day of May. 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses;
Wm. Bowman,
CF Williams
B F Emerson
Wm. Hill
All of Roy, N.M.
Paz Valverde.
Rogister
Ü. S. Land Office

N-M.- P.

Notice For Publication.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

"

Depatment of the Interior,
U.S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Feb. 7, 1914.
Notice is hereby given thatBerryman
R. Reeder, of Roy, N, M, who on
made HE Serial No. 011949,
for NEl&NWJ Sec 24 Twp 20N Rg 27E
NMP M, has filed notice of intention
proof to esto make Final three-yeatablish claim to the land above described, before F. B. Foster, U S Commissioner at Roy N. M.
on the 20th day ofApril 1914. .
Claimant names as witnesses,

M.

Notice For Publication
Department of the Interior,
U, S. Land office at Clayton, N. M.

Feb.

7, 1914.

Notice is hereby given that Richard
R Johnson of Mills N. M. who, on
Jan, 5, 1909, made HE No. 02633,
for NJ-SSWi, SE & SEJ-S- WJ
Section 3, Township 21 North,
Range 25 E. N. M. P. Meridian has
E,

year " proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before F.H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
his office at Roy,N. M. on the 4 day
1914.
April,
of
names
as
Claimant
22
day
witnesses:
the
of May, 1914.
April 1914.'
Mrs. Nellie Schlitz,
Claimant names as witnesses;
Will Fliess,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Anton Kwiecien,
Eaton,
Sheltren,
Ross
Ernest
Frank
Parks,
D
Moore
P
Mitchell
MS Bentley,
JH
E Deaton
Alcario Griego, Charles
MoGrath
Mills, N. M.
of
All
Trinidad
Woodward
W
Steward,
J
Geo. Bough
Ben R
Oral O Deaton,
Paz Valverde,
All of Roy, N, M.
All of Roy, N. M.
All of Mills, N.M.
"
Registerr
Paz Valverde
Paz Valverde,
Paz Valverde,
Register.
Register.
8
Register,
--

y
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